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CITY tOITlON

EMERY STILL TESTIFYING
DROWNED IN FIRST PLUNGE
Washington, Aug. 8. James A. SPECTATORS CROWD
Atlantic City, N J., Aug. 8. Miss
Emery testified today before the senEdith Rockey of Quarrysville, Pa.,
Mexican Press Disapproves
ate lobby committee that James W.
was drowned while surf bathing here
City, Aug. 8. The press of
this morning- - before the life guards
CLAIMED BY THE VanCleave, a leader in the National
COORT BUILDING
IN theMexico
TO
Mexican capital today continued
Association of Manufacturers, had a
went on duty. It was the girl's first
its discussion of Provisional President
large part in the steps that led to the
ocean plunge
Huerta's note to Secretary of State
organization of the national tariff
Miss Rockey went down in sight of
REAPER
TO HEAR CASE
comfissioii association, which, howBryan, declaring tha- 'the presence of
500 people, nearly all of whom were
John Lind in Mexiro wold he
ever, had no connection wltn the Namen. Because of the rough sea they
tional Association of Manufacturers
unless he brought with him
were afraid to venture Into the breakPRESIDENT AND SECRETARY OF recognition by the United States of ALABAMA SENATOR SUCCUMBS or the Inlustrial Council.
TRIAL OF MAURY I. DIGGS BRINGS ers. Rufus Bradley, colored, of the DEBIT ACCOUNT
RAN AS HIGH AS
Emery testified that the tariff asTO ILLNESS OF CONSIDERABLE
ISSUE A STATEMENT (he present Mexican government. The
STATE
FORTH HUNDREDS OF MEN AND city made the first attempt at res$50,000
AT
ONE
TIME, AND LATsociation employed former Represent,
cue. He plunged into the ocean fully
newspapers unanimously applaud ProTHAT MEXICO ACTED ON
STANDING; HAD NOT BEEN TO
FEW WOMEN; MARSHAL
USES
ER
WAS
E.
ative
Watson
SETTLED
BY
James
of
GOVERHuerta
and support
clad but his effort was unavailable
visional President
Indiana,
SENATE FOR A WEEK.
RESE NATION.
FORCE TO CLEAR WAY.
and not the National Association of
NOR'S AIDE.
and he was pulled out of the water
their criticism of President "Wilson's
Manufacturers or the Industrial counin an almost unconscious condition
policy by publishing extracts ,from
Presiwhich
in
American
taken to a hospital. William
and
newspapers
WEAKENS BEMSCBATIC LIST cil.
WILL BE FRIENDLY LATER
IDENTIFIED
IS
Two checks for $r,0O to Watson, DEFENDANT
SENSATIONAL
dent Wilson is attacked.
Lewis, colored, a hotel employe, was DISCLOSURES
drawn by the manufacturers, had pre
There is a noticeable lack of the
bathing alone and drowned while the
TO
PROPOSES
ADMINISTRATION
vicious
which usual HIS DEMISE LESSENS MAJORITY viously been put in evidence and Sen PULLMAN CONDUCTOR TELLS OF attention of the crowd was centered IF TESTIMONY IS
CORRECT, CHIEF
IN FAVOR OF TARIFF BILL TO ator Walsh expressed surprise at the
MAKE PUBLIC EVERY STEP IN ly attends discussion of the war moveROOM on the struggling' girl.
SELLING HIM DRAWING
STATE OFFICER WILL BE LIAsaid
contradiction.
apparent
Emery
CONTENDTO
ment
PREDICTED VOTE
BRING
NOW
and the opinion appears prevalEFFORTS
ONE;
FROM SACRAMENTO
TO
BLE UNDER
he had been told that the checks were
CORRUPT PRACent here, according to the expressions
ING FACTIONS TOGETHER.
GODLEE TO GIVE DEGREES
BEING 48 TO 47.
a
The
accounted
for
TICES
by
ACT.
bookkeeping.
that President
cf the newspapers,
London, Aug. 8 The degrees of the
National Association of ManufacturWilson does not represent the spirit of
newly constituted American college
Washington, Aug. 8. Senator
ers, a contributor to the tariff assoON
San Francisco, Aug. 8. So mHh of Burgeons, whose first convocation
RELY
PUBLIC OPINION the people of the United States in the
of
F, Johnston
IMPEACHMENT
Birmingham, Ala., ciation, paying the sums direct to the notoriety has attended the trial of is to be held at
IS POSSIBLE
nnlif.v hp fa nnrsuinir.
Chicago on November
died at his apartments here this morn- former congressman, Senator Reed
.'
act
Mann
I.
under
the
in
an
editorial
Diggs
are
The
to
7
Maury
be
12,
Independents,
presented by Sir Rick- POLICY TO BE MADE PUBLIC
" "w" v '
developed that a majority of the mem- that the corridors of the federal build man John
article entitled "The Psychology ofj"'& """"'
Godlee, president of the PROOF OF GUILT WILL AUTOMAT
WHEN LIND, THROUGH STATE
in
been
of
Senator Johnston had
poor bers of the executive committee
Wilson," says that the sending of John
ing were choked with crowds today British Royal College of Surgeons,
ICALLY BAR HIM FROM HOLDING
association an hour before the doors of the court who
had not attended sessions the tariff commission
INFORMS PRESIDEPARTMENT,
Lind to Mexico has been a blunder and health and
an
invitation
today
accepted
ANY
comPUBLIC OFFICE IN THE
Ik Br rpApni-zpfDENT OF HIS ARRIVAL.
room opened.
hv thft nrfss nf tho of the senate for a week. He had were also members of a tariff
handed to him by a delegation of disbeen confined to his apartments most mittee of the National Association of ;
FUTURE.
I nited States.
The United States marshal and bia tinguished American surgeons. The
trouble was not Manufacturers.
The Mexican newspapers, both thoae of " time, but his
deputies found it necessary to clear delegates were Franklin II. Martin of
Washington, Aug. 8. After a conx, diagnosed as pneumonia until a few
...
ci
h.
i
a
New York, Aug. 8. Governor Wilana
uiuae
opaii-way by force. Nobody was injured, Chicago, secretary of the American
in
in
SecreWilson
raignsn
President
with
primea
ference
CHANCE BUYS MAISEL
ys ago. Senator Johnston was 70
but there were crushed hats and college; John Benjamin Murphy of liam Sulzer's speculations in the New
tary gryan today issued the following ish, reflect the approval b7 Americans;
New York, Aug. 8, Manager Frank
'i
rumpled' clothes. Few women were in Chicago, George Emersoa Brewer of York stock market came out In the
statement:
of -- the New York American
Chance
was
me
New York, George W. Crile of Cleve- open today before the Joint legislative
in
army,
conieaerate
goveruur
the
crowd,
stand.
Huerta's
President
Mexican
"The statement of the
this afternoon that
announced
had
two
terms
and
of
league
for
and William J. Mayo of Roch- investigating committee.
Alabama
tesland,
on
whose
Marsha Warrington,
Federlco Gamboa, the newly ap-'- ;
The testiforeign office was based on misrep
senate since the deal with the Baltimore club of
the
of
member
a
Minn. Fellowships
of the mony showed the governor a
been
ester,
ex
not
was
interest
to
who
focused,
is
timony
heavy
resentations for which this govern- pointed foreign minister,
007. He wa3 unanimously elected to the International league for the serpected to take the stand for the gov American college are to be bestowed loser and Indicated that while he had
ment is not responsible. In sending succeed Manuel Garza Aldape,- the
been
had
complet- ernment until
the late Senator Pettus' He vice of Fred Maisel
late in the afternoon. at its first meeting on 1,400 promi- a $26,000 debit against him with one
Governor Lind as advisor to the em transmitter of Huerta's note, Is due to10
ed. The Oriole's star infielder comes
nent surgeons of the United States
The
or
His
arrive
exchange firm, he used campaign conattitude
here tonight.
prosecution planned first to inbassy the president is entirely with
to the Yankees in exchange for Bert
and
Johnston
of
Senator
Canada.,
death
The
tributions
to speculate with another
from
evidence
troduce
further
not
influence
been
has
railway
will
defined,
yet
in his right and this department
Malsel
Uu Daniels and $12,000 in cash.
broker. A clerk for a stock exchange
the trip from Sacraabout
employes
not assume that his going will be re- although he is believed to be com-- weakens tne democratic inajumy
administration tariff bill in the will report to Chance in this city to- mento to Reno, where Diggs, Comin-etthouse identified mysterious "Account
OVERALL TO MINORS
garded as unfriendly when the char pletely dominated by Huerta. I Is 'senate,
thoSQ Party leaders insist morrow. Maisel, who Is considered
Marsha Warrington and Lola Nor-ri- s
Chicago, Aug. 8. Pitcher Orvall No. 500" as Sulzer's and a member of
acter of his mission is understood." regarded as nrobable that there will
tnere wlll be n0 sertous difficuIty one of the: best infielders of the Interwere arrested.
Overall, the veteran who rejoined the another firm, Melville Puller, not onNotwithstanding the unfavorable not be any outward demonstrations of jtnat
measure. ine aeam or national league, has been in great
the
n
of
on
passing
in
to
the
Chicago Nationals this year after "a.n ly admitted that Sulzer had been a
his
trial
of
Lind
John
hostility against
attitude of the Huerta government
Taking
testimony
leaves the predicted demand among major league clubs this Maury I. Diggs on the
of hav- absence from the game of two sea- customer with a debit account runcharge
ward the mission of John Lind, per- rival, although there has been no Senator Johnston
season. The new Yankee plays short
senate 48 t0
sonal representative of President Wil abatement of the disapproval on the vote in tne
ing conspired to violate the federal sons, was released by Manager Evers ning to nearly $50,000 but added that
in
stop or third base- equally well and white slave statute
leaders
Democratic
Washington,
of
of
his
intends
Mexicans
here
administration
coming.
the
proceeded today today to the San Francisco club of he was testifying with "lips unsealed
son,
of exemplary
it was said, would urge on the gover- - is said to be a man
with the prosecution proclaiming ab- the Pacific coast league. The price at the governor's suggestion."
'
to follow its program of peace toward
,
habits.
,
Federal Raid Fails
The clerk who testified said he had
jnor ot Alabama the desirability of his
solute confidence of a conviction by obtained for Overall was not an
Mexico to the letter, and hopes to
ses-Into
the
special
Del
nounced.
of
legislature
Hacienda
been
manager
j calling
Howard,
Aug.
Ven
told that "account No. 500" wan
Coahuila,
reason
Hermanes,
of
Vleet's
of
opinion
the
yespublic
support
ruling
Judge
gain
BRAVES TO MOVE?
(Via Eagle Pass, Tex.,. Aug. 8.) jsion to give him authority of appalnt-on the question of the charac- tie San Francisco toam,'"wa3" a mem the governor.'s by his employer, who
throughout the world by making
terday
which ter of women in such cases.
ber of the Chicago team when Over- added that he was "proud to have the
party of mounted federals from ment, or to provide for an immediate
Chicago, Aug. 8 Rumors
known each step in the plan of forauro- - election, under the direct election reached Chicago today were authority
"If Diggs bought the girl's transpor- all was doing his best work a few governor's account"
eign governments. As soon as Mr. Monclova, led by an armored
for a report that a number of Kansas tation to Reno, the girls' antecedents years ago and has been negotiating
Further testimony was adduced and
Lind advises the state department bile, yesterday attempted to raid the amendment.
here of his arrival in Mexico City Hacienda de la Cruz, near the city,
City business men have organized to and tjje manner of their going, whe- for him for some time. Overall was a list of checks introduced tending
BURKHART CONFIRMED
there will be made public in Wash where 25 federals were killed by a!
purchase, if possible, the franchise of ther publicly and openly or secretly pleased at the deal which sends him to show that part of the speculation
8.
The
a
few
mine
The
ago.
Mexican
in
explosion
the
the Sioux City club of the Western and clandestinely, can have no bear- back to his home state. The Chi- was caried on with funds contributed
Aug.
days
capital
and
Washington,
ington
club announced today the pur to Sulzer's
constitutionalists aimed low ment of Summers Burkhart of Albu-a- t league and move the club to Kansas ing on the case," said
the proposal which
eimultjaneoufsly
gubernatorial campaign.
Judge Van Vleet. cago
chase
of Catcher Hargrove oftheTer- - None of these checks were
;
strip-district
their
bullets
States
at
the
as
to
American
United
association
automobile,
be
offers
making
querque,
the United States
Even if the women
were public
City. The
reported
in Kansas prostitutes, he said, that would have re Haute team of the Central league. in the governor's sworn statement of
the pathway to peace. The proposals ping it of tires, crippling it for fur- - attorney for New Mexico, was con-th- present has competition
use on the bad roads of this re-- ; firmed by the senate in executive
will be transmitted as a matter of
Citl from the Federal league and it is nothing to do with the Issue.
campaign contributions. This, accordThe cavalry escort galloped g!cn Tuesday afternoon,
hinted that it may actively support
information to the diplomatic corps
conC. H Walbourn, a Pullman
ing to counsel for the committee conas a ductor, testified that on the morning CORN CROP SHORT I
Mr rsurkhart was nominated for the the Western league invasion
here for the other governments of back to Monclova. On Monday this
stitutes violation of the corrupt pracsome
constitutionalist
the
week
Wilson
captured
which
means of fighting the Federal,
the world.
of March 10 he accepted four railway
tices act, conviction of which would
position by Presdent
What the proposals contain has not a work train conveyed by 42 federals. weeks ago but his confirmation was is outside the pale off organized
tickets from and sold a drawing room
be mean automatic disbarment from
GOVERNMENT
REPORT
been officially disclosed, but admin These prisoners were brought here delayed owing to protests filed, it Is
to Reno from Sacramento to the tallholding any publio office.
istration officials here are relying on where they say they will join the understood,- by rival candidates for
er of two men in a mixed party of
The testimony showed that in Janu
Refugees the positon.
army.
the moral force of public opinion constitutionalist
four.
ONLY 75.8 PER CENT OF A NOR ary, 1912, Sulzer was in debt nearly
AT
WORK
BREAKERS
STRIKE
Mr. Burkhart, today in Santa Fe
throughout the world to support the from Monterey arriving accused the
Diggs and Caminettl were asked
MAL IS INDICATION;
$50,000 to Harris and Fuller, and that
SPRING
Duluth, Minn., Aug. 8. While the to
effort to persuade the contending federals there of all sorts of depre qualified for this" position and will
I took the
stand
"I
think
after
up.
ALSO
WHEAT
DEFICIENT
repeated calls for margin the
dewere
ore
dock workers
..
factions to come to an understanding. dations.
came to Las Vegaa some time next striking
tickets from and sold the railway
debt was reduced to $26,000, and was
of
the
the
about
refusal
liberating
Secretary Bryan and Secretary
week, when Mr. Davis will turn over MIssabe officials to accede to their drawing room," said WaTlbourn, "to
Washington, Aug. S. The govern paid off in July last by Lieutenant
Trouble Smoothed Over
Daniels talked the situation over with
the taller of these two gentlemen." ment's August grain report, eagerly Commander Joseph Thai, the goverhis office.
on
at
work
ig
today
demands,
going
Douglas, Ariz., Aug. 8. The trouble
the president during the day, hut It
is the taller.
awaited because of the reported dam- nor's reserve aide, who is a banker
the docks with a crew of CO men. Diggs
was said no change in plans was
reported yesterday between Governor
the
Devlin
that
objected
Attorney
CALL ON TROOPS
WILL
to corn from drought and other in Wall street.
was
were
age
loaded. It
Several boats
Jose Maytorena and members of the
With this debt against him, the govSuperior, Wis., Aug. S The strike said that the night shift want to go identification was not positive, and conditions, was issued at 2:15 today.
After a conference with President
situation in Superior has reached the back to work and they may see the that the words "I think" suggested a It shows the conditions of the princi- ernor, according to the testimony, us(Continued on Page Five)
Wilson at the White House early to
point where Mayor Konkel has threat- docks in full operation. It freely conjecture.
pal crops on August 1 and estimates ed campaign contribution to speculate
he
announced
day Secretary Bryan
Judge Van Fleet ruled that "I the yield and production of each as with another firm, Boyer, Griswold
ened to ask Governor McGovern of was predicted by dock laborers today
Manhad received the massage from
Wisconsin to order out troops to that the strike would be unsuccess- think" was merely a usual expres- follows:
and Company.
uel Garza Adalpe, acting minister of HOOD'S ATTEMPT, TO
disorder and protect life and ful. The men already declare they sion, which a man might employ from
prevent
75.8 per cent of a
Corn:
Condition
foreign affairs, declaring on behalfl
habit when his convictions were in
property.
are losing interest in the I. W. W.
normal; indicated yield 25 bushels
of President Huerta that the presence
reality positive.
FAILS
WILL BUILD CITY HALL
per acre; estimated
production
of John Lind would be undesirable
There was no attempt to
press
HIMSELF
PRISONER
HANGS,
bushels.
in Mexico unless he brought recogniwitness into a more positive identifiGARRISON AT BOISE
Albuquerque, Aug. 8. The city
estiLeadville, Colo., Autr. 8 John
Winter wheat: Preliminary
tion of the Huerta government.
of
council
8.
to
last night decided to build a.
cation.
The
Aug.
Boise,
Ida.,
Secretary
AVIATOR FORCED TO LAND ONLY
expects
Josprosecution
alius Joseph Stein, alias
mate of yield 16.15; of total produc
Mr. Bryan said that there was no
hall. City Engineer Gladding
War Garrison and Major General prove by the testimony of the young
city
23 MILES FROM HIS OBJEChere
aiest
chargunder
tion 511,000,000; quality 93.7 per cent.
eph Webber,,
will supervise the work. The conchange in plans with respect to Mr.
Leonard Wood arrived here today women themselves that they were on
TIVE POINT
ed with swindling banks at Colorado
Spring wheat: Condition 74.1; yield struction, as far as
Lind's mission. He declined to say
morn-InWash.
The
on
confrom
the
Walia
Walla,
train
and
feels
the
that
possible, will bo
in
Springs and Pueblo, hanged himself
what the nature of the American
was spent in inspecting the Boise ductor's evidence will be siifficiently 12.5; production 233,000,000.
labor employed directly
Murvin
8. C.
performed
by
Aug.
two'neckties
Washington,
tied
He
All wheat:
yield 14.0; production, by the
reply to the Adalpe mes- Wood, the American aviator who be jail last night.
barracks, which were recently aban- corroborative. Court adjourned until
engineer, but contracts for
together making a cord which he fast- doned.
744,000,000..
sage would he.
noon
were
the
the
2 o'clock this afternoon.
visitors
At
of
non-storailroad
a
race
parts
building probably will be
with
a
gan
window.his
cell
to the bars of
Oats: Condition 73.7; yield 26.8;
Secretary Bryan said that the mes- train from New York to Washington ened
let. Mayor Sellers just before the
guests at a luncheon tendered by the
production 1,028,000,000.
sage had been transmitted through at 4:30 a. m. for the American dura
Commercial club.
council voted to start work assured
BOYER AGAIN ON STAND
TWO KILLED IN COLLISION
Oats remaining on farms August 1, the aldermen that when the
the American embassy at Mexico
and
city hall
his
tion
lost
and
record
way
New
8.
speed
8
York, Aug..
Webster City, la., Aug.
Henry
Philip Boyer 103,900,000 bushels, compared with
City, had been translated during the was
to
had
exhausted
fund
been
money
to
forced
land at Gaithersburgh, Gunderson, who was hurt when a
of the New York stock exchange firm 34,872,000 bushels last
year and
night and was presented early today
obtained.
the
hall
could
be
9 o'clock, 23 miles from his
complete
at
Md.,
&
of Boyer, Griswold
Co., was called
train struck his automobile near
to President Wilson. The president
bushels in 1911.
'
Joshua Raynolds, president of the
on to resume the witness stand
r
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Dunscomb, la., last night, died today.
had taken the position that it was in- goal.
condition 74.9; yield 23.1; First National bank, it Is understood,
Barley,
Balti
over
his
while
lost
He
way
the Frawley legislative investi- production 108,000,000.
His wife succumbed to her injuries
credible that the Huerta government
The terms
will furnish the money.
of heavy smoke clouds last
gating committee this afternoon for
would refuse to receive an envoy more because
night. Four other occupants of
2,134,000; prelimin- of the proposed loan, however, are
Rye:
Acreage
Re- and finally was forced to land because the car who were injured will recover.
An- - further questioning anout transactions
bound on a peaceful mission.
Washington, Aug. S. Senate:
ary estimate of yield 16.3; of produc- unknown.
of engine troubles. He came down
Four" railroad stock, in be- - tion 35,000,000;
was
made
nonncement
of !"
death
of
the
brought
of
messages
today's
ceipt
quality 94.
"I give you my assurance a3 maythe situation to a diplomatic crisis. from a height of 7,000 feet and made POETESS ACQUITTED OF MURDER Senator Johnston of Alabama and ad half of an individual whom the comBuckwheat:
Condition
S5.51; acre- or, said Mayor Sellers, "that if we
B.
on
of
farm
J.
the
News Egan, France, Aug. 8. Mad- journment out of respect for his mem- mittee seeks to identify, as William age 841,000; yield 20.1;
was forthcoming a good landing
No information
production complete the building to far as our
after the conference as to what the Diamond, on the Gaithersburgh pike. ame Alice Crespy, poetess, whose ory was taken at 12:07 p. m. until Sulzer, governor of New York. Ac- 17,000,000.
fun a permits we will bo able to get
Wood got to the nearest telephone trial for the murder of Abbe Chas-sain- noon
cording to testimony yesterday a Sul-ze- r
next step in the policy of the AmeriSaturday.
White potatoes: Gondii ion TS.'; the money necessary to finish the
to
ask
"Wilthrt
a priest, on January 19 last,
campaign check, endorsed
can government would be but it was and called up Washington
James E., Emery of National Assoyield 92.0; production 339,000,-Orthall."
considered more than likely that the his mechanics be sent out to put his has been going on for several days, ciation of Manufacturers continued liam Sulzer" found its way to the
Condition 78.?.; rieid
Tobacco:
Mr. Sclieer then worded a motion
to
resume
his fight was today acquitted by the jury of his
stock exchange house in question.
message of reply to the acting min- engine in condition
testimony before lobby investigat783.0; production S9C.000.000..
to the effect that the engineer bo
to
have
was
he
where
the AsHi.e court.
ister pf foreign affairs would further to Fort Meyer,
Flax, Condition 77.4; yield 8.3:
ing committee.
empowered to proceed wider tbft
outline the friendly intentions of the have landed, demonstrated the efficienEIGHT ENTER YACHT RACE
House: Considered miscellaneous
20,000,000.
plans to prepare for the iu t"f i'
war
purposes
United States which would be ex- cy of his monoplane for
MUCH COPPER ON HAND
8. eight
bill.
R. I., Aug.
Tace: Condition 8S.7; yield 33.1; building cf the
Newport,
Caur' M r n
New York, Aug. 8. The statement
pressed by Mr. Lind, and would prob- before a number of army officers and
Representative
Rodenberry's resig- yachts, sfeven single stickers and one production 27,000,000.
John Lee Clark Bftiijll tlif i '
ably suggest that judgment be with- then began a return flight to New of the Copper Producers' association nation as a member of house lobby schooner, hoisted call today for the
Condition 81.8; yield 1.33; Every councilman j
I
Hay:
i .
held concerning Mr. Lind's mission York in an attempt td capture the rec- for July shows an increase In stocks
Z
Investigating committee was accepted annual race for the cup offered by acreage 48,293,000; production 64.000,-00- firmatiTcly. They vr- r '
until he had an opportunity, through ord for the longest aeroplane flight on hand of 690,339 pounds compared and Speaker Clark appointed Repre- the king of England. The entries inC
,
Ctt
1,
erwood, CiarliC,
'!
the American embassy at Mexico between .sunrise and sunset.
with the previous month.
clude sis knockabout sloops.
sentative Ferris, of Oklahoma.
Dr. Reidy.
Apples: Condition 52.2.
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Their Bowels and the
Poisons Vitiate the Blood
Hot weather has a very weakening
effect on women. They are too languid to exercise, and as a result have
appetite only for foods that seem
light and tasty, such as salads and
other cold concoctions. But these
frequently produce indigestion, and
with it comes constipation.
It is especially in hot weather that
women should keep up the highest
standard of health, for" It is necessary
to have strength to resist the heat.
The first essentials are good digestion and regular bowel
movement
and, then good red blood and steady
nerves will follow. The best way to
obtain these is not by an
in fruits, which often are not
and hence are danripe, or over-ripgerous, but in the use of a gentle and
pleasant-tastinbowel stimulant like
Dr. Caldwells Syrup Pepsin. Use it
tonight and your constipation, Indl
gestion and sick headaches will van
ish by morning.
Mrs. Henry Moeller, 2985 Lee Ave.,
Chicago, uses it herself and gives It
to her children, and Mrs. A. C. Caldwell, Denver, Colo., was once pale
They

ECUTIVES
HEADS OF ALL SYSTEMS' STRIVING FOR MEANS OF LESSENING DANGERS OF TRAVEL

The great railWashington, Aug.
are strugthe
country
of
road systems
of
transportation
make
to
hard
gling
a
from
near
perfect
human freight aa
is
possible
as
it
safety standpoint
through the use of the most
word In
appliances, as well as the last
the
not
to
only
for
safety
instruction
the
but
employes
public,
traveling
who have supervisory control of their
operation.
In years past thousands of people
have been killed annually or seriously
maimed in railroad accidents. The
toll nf death and injured has
necessarily cost great trunk lines mil
lions annually. Now every possible
safeguard is thrown around the lives
of patrons. The time has come when
the railroads figure it is far more eco
nomical to adopt every new invention
for the protection of life and rolling
stock, rather than pay heavy damage
suits and suffer loss of expensive
equipment.
Some of the larger trunk lines of!
i
the country are removing as many
grade crossings as possible, replacing
wooden bridges with stone or concrete
constructions, equipping every mile of
track with automatic signals and
spending much money In ballasting
their tracks. Another great advancement in transportation facilities is the
passenger cars,
adoption of
which only so far, are being used in
full Pullman trains, with modern high
8
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El Paso, Tex., Aug. 8. After having
a
covered nearly 800 miles in the
and Rincon valleys, C. J. Blanch-ard- ,
chief statistician of the United
States reclamation service, has arrived from Elephant
Butte. Mr.
Blanchard spent Wednesday visiting
the lower valley. On Thursday he
addressed the members of the chamber of commerce at their luncheon.
Tonight he will leave El Paso for
Phoenix, where he will spend one
week looking over the Salt River project He will then go to San Francisco, where he will meet Franklin
K. Lane, secretary of the interior,
and with him will make a tour of Nevada, Utah and Colorado.
With Mr. Blanchard were Z. L.
Cobb, Z. T. White and L. L. Mundy,
who made the trip to the dam Monday, Walter Pack, photographer for
the reclamation service, H. A. Shaw
and C. AvBrann,who made the whole
week's trip up through the valleys.
W. W. Whitehead and Earl Patterson
left the party for their homes, the
former El Paso and the latter Las
Cruces, in their automobiles Tuesday.
L. Clapp, president of he Elephant

cut uow has a
pretty complexion, and naturally they
are great believers in the value of
Syrup Pepsin, as a seasonable laxative-tonic.
It can be obtained of druggists at fifty cents and one dollar a
bottle, the latter size for family use.
Its tonic properties make it an ideal
laxative for women and children. You
will never agajn use strong cathartics, purgatives 'and salts after trying
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
Families wishing to try a free
sample bottle can obtain it, postpaid,
by addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 418
Washington St., Monticero, 111.
sallow-lookin-

station at Washington, D. C, has one about ten men In this towe- -, all of
of the most nearly perfect systems In them very
busy at all hours of day
thin nnnf rv u'Tiloli mnTi
and night. Incidentally, there are six
T service more than 100 men methods of
With this
transmitting
messages
train moye. from the tower by telegraph, tele
busy controm
mounted on a phone, automatic push buttons which
bridge-lik- e
framework extend the en- convey certain messages, megaphone,
tire width of the track yards. Arms magaphone (such as Is used to an-- j Butte Water Users' association, left
slanted at different angles with vary- nounce trains), and telautograph, this the party at Rincon and continued on
to his home at Hatch, while R. E.
ing colors of lights indicate the pro- last enabling an operator to transmit
Bassett,
immigration secretary of this
gress of every incoming and outgoing written messages on the transmitting!
train. Sestcoins o ftrack are, in other board. The message will he carried, same association, left the party at
Cruces.
words, shown on the chart board. As received, and automatically written at Las
The
run Into Butte Junction from
a train, enters the station yards a lit eight receiving stations.
dam was made on a motor car
the
tle machine in the central signal tower
Then there is a hoard which con12 mile trip In 45
speed locomotives.
tells of Its progress. Then the illus- trols the track signals, insofar as which made the
are
one
of the machine
minutes,
These steel passenger coaches
cylinder
tration of the track on which the train interlocking frame operators is conhaving got out of order necessitating
built and equipped at a cost of $14,-0'- Is destined to enter the station grows cerned. This board
has a series of
pushing the car up the hill at the
Because of their heavy construc- dark, little
by little, until the train is large buttons. By pressing these butinsurtion they are considered "good
at rest in the station. Then the chart tons a trainmaster may designate the stone quarry.
Monday was spent looking over the
ance'' in protection against damage by Is lighted again, and another train is tracks on which trains
are to enter or dam, the
party going down into the
collision. As a test of the security of awaited.
depart, and he sends his orders to pit and also inspecting the Btone
a steel car against fire, 200 pounds of
There are two sets of levers used in operators by pushing a button.
quarry and other points of interest
shavii:-,and wood, saturated with oil, the tower. The upper is for the sema
Another safety appliance Is a "de about the
project.
was burned in one of these traveling phore signals placed at intervals
along railing switch." It is used on tracks,
During the afternoon i,. Clapp, Earl
palaces, causing damage only to the the tracks; the lower Is for switches. where there is a
grade. If a train Patterson and C. A. Brann made the
pant mid upholstering. Because of Its When the switch lever is thrown prop- should start to slide, or break away
trip from the bottom, of the hole up
heavy steel backbone in the bottom erly, the signal-leve- r
may be so mov- from Its moorings, to use a nautical to the towers on the aerial
tramway
to
either
it is said to be impossible
ed as to tell the engineer of an ap- term, the derailing attachment would in one of
the buckets used for hoist
crush or telescope this kind of a car proaching train that he may proceed. throw it from the
tracks before it ing small stone and gravel. There
in collision.
After the signal lever has been moved, gained enough headway to damage was
nothing sensational about the
10,-were
1912
there
During the year
it Is impossible to move the swKch another train or to wreck itself when ride save that it was
h rise of 250
r.
people killed on American railway lever until the train has
passed over It left the tracks. It is the final word feet In a perpendicular line, much
were
more than half
V rporty, 5,419
that se t'on of track, unless resort Is in safety devices. The appliance is like the
rising of an. elevator commontrespassers. The greatest problem the made to tin appl't nee occupying a cor-- l
and seems to be very much In ly used for carrying passengers from
bulky
r?l;oad has to solve in its efforts er of a
much the way; but it prevents loss of life one floor to another In modern buildtable, and looking
'. conserve life is to find ways to pro- like a one pound tobacco very
jar. This from certain possible accidents.
ings. When the top was reached the
tect thoso who won't protect them
aipara'ti'i is for use In emergencies.
cables pulled the bucket over to the
selves,
passengers, whan :t Is
unfortunately,
to change the course
towers and there the passengers
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
trespassers and employes continue to of 4 train as it approaches a swunh.
Your
will refund money alighted.
take chances with death, and the rail- So that there
may be plenty of time to if PAZO druggists
Persons employed on the dam freOINTMENT
fails to cure any
road throws as many barriers as pos- consider the
of the case of itching, blind, bleeding or pro quently ride up in these buckets, but
advisability
sible In t!i- way of their risking their
change, the apparatus, which is wound truding plies in 6 to 14 days. Adv.
very few of them ride down, as there
own lives, t..; well as the lives of othup like a clock, Is regulated so that it
is an element of danger to the latter
ers.
f
takes two and
minutes to run
and the officials do not like
journey
INVESTMENT
MEET
BANKERS
Employes who Knowingly
take; down, This allows amole time to net
the men to make the trip.
8.
The
of
Cleveland,
board
Aug.
cnances or injuring or
The maximum height of the dam is
enaangenngj daner signals fon the engineer of the governors of the Investment Bankers'
either themselves or their fellows are train whose
,
300 feet. A trench about 12 feet wide
to be changed; Association of America met in
mrge
this
'dlscWined now. even though no
one)foP the swltch may not be moved ntft city today for a two Jays' session. has been drilled 24 feet below the
is hurt. To get at. such cases, "surprise j the machlne has
stopped running
The principal purpose of the meeting level of the dam for the purpose of
tests of obedience" to rules are con-- , Another device for
the
is to select a ticket of officers and supplying a core wall. The pouring
determining
ducted among all classes of employes. !progess of trains, and
informing complete other arrangements for the of concrete into this ditch, which has
These are held at unexpected times switchmen of the condition of
traffic, association's annual contention in been drilled in solid ro'ck, will he
and under unusual conditions, so that jls a minia(ure semaphore system. This
started Wednesday. Pipes four inches
Chicago next October.
in diameter and eight feet apart are
they reveal just to what extent rules consisting of a 8eries of littIe sema.
are broken and risks taken.
being sunk into this masonry. At the
phore arms enclosed in glass cases.
It is further to insure the safety of teH th
bottom they are perforated and, when
a
train
0f
and
shows
progreSa
the
dam is completed, fine cement,
employes and the public that these at thn sam tim( 1llHt wW
COULD HOT PUT
known as grouting, will be poured into
tests are, conducted. If the lives and of track in front-oocthe train are
them and percolate into the wall,
limbs of passengers and employes are cupied. The first disc has a small cento be protected, every employe who ter of black. This
up any cracks that there may
closing
HANDS Ifl WATER be.
changes to red when
has anything to do with shop practice a train enters the
city. As the train
The bottom of the dam is to be 200
with, maintenance of way, or with op- comes toward
the station the semafeet wide and already 13,000 cubic
eration of trains, must refrain from phore arms show
by elevating to an Eczema on Hands, Face, Neck and
yards of concrete have been poured
violating rules, or even taking chances angle of 45 degrees the sections that
Arms. Could Not Sleep Nights since work was started on June 3.
of accidents. These tests are not
are clear.
for Burning and Itching. Used Large boulders are sunk into this
to any class of employes. TrackStill another interesting new device
Cuticura Soap and Ointment. concrete at various intervals in order
men, station men, trainmen and clerks just adopted is the one to start trains.
to save concrete. They will not be
Now Entirely Cured.
are all checked up with a view to addIt is a small glass case containing
allowed to touch hut are nearly as
ing every possible precaution against two lights, or rather two opaque
glass
strong as the solid concrete and are
aec.id'.'iit, while at the same time im- panes,
St. Hotcns, Oro.
"Eczema had boththrough which shine different
much more eeonomieal. No concrete
ered nie for two years. First it came on my
proving the efficiency of operation.
colored lights. It is located about a hands then on
my face, neck and arms. My was poured Monday because the rock
The new block signals are probably train
length from the passenger gates. hand first began to crack along the lines in crusher was out of order, a piece of
foremost of importance of all safety One minute
the hand, and a while rash broke out. I was
before train time the contimber having got caught in the
bothored with it. A rash came all over my
devices now being used. The union ductor inserts a
key in the case and face and I could not sleep nighta for the
machinery.,
lights the upper' light. This is a signal burning and itcliing. I scratched myself at
The gates of the dam will be operwere
till
one
to
my nock, arms and face
the gateman and the operator in night
Stomach Troubles
ated, by hydraulic power and the
of sores. I could not put my hands In
the central signal tower. When 'the mass
Diarrhoea
flume will consist of ten pipes, each
Cholera
water and my hands and face were aU dishas signalled that the switchfigured.
five feet in diameter. The material
Dysentery I Sunstroke operator
es have been thrown and the next
"I tried six or eight different ointments of which they will be constructed has
Malaria
Cramps
for
a
A
without
sent
relief.
friend
and all other summer complaints section of track is clear, the gateman sample ofany
settled though
Cuticura Soap and Ointment and not been definitely
can be prevented and relieved by may insert a key in a similar case ho mado me a present of it and before I had concrete has proved most satisfacthalf of the samplo I felt a relief from
Duty's Pura Matt Whiskey which is attached to the gates that used
ory in other places.
Itching and burning. I then
separate the concourse and the train that terrific
the one remedy-tha- t
At present there are 1,500 persons
four
of
six
cakes
and
Cuticura
Soap
shed. The gateman lights the tower bought
has been
boxes of Cuticura Ointment.
I used three residing at the dam and about 500 of
cakes of the Cuticura Soap and three boxes
used with conlight, which is a signal to the conducthese are workers.
There will be
tor that he may start, and to the of the Cuticura Ointment and now I am several hundred
tinued success;
more in a month or
cured." (Signed) J. A. Pender.
entirely
the standard of
signalman that the train is abcr, to Apr. 22, 1913.
two.
thread its way through the yards to
purity and excelAlthough the Cuticura Soap and OintAll concessions are operated by the
ment are most successful in the treatment
lence since 1860.
the straight tracks.
of affections of the skin, scalp, hair and government and the prices at the
When travelling use a tittle Duffy's
The signal box In the central tower hands,
they are also most valuablo for everycommissary are cost, plus 10 per cent,
Pure Malt Whiskey in your drinking
of Washington's station contains 191 day use in the toilet, bath and nursery bewater. It often saves much distress
which just about pays the cost of
levers, constituting the largest inter- cause they promote and maintain the health operation under
occasioned cy the change.
present conditions,
of the skin and hair from
to age.
Sold IN SEALED P.OTTLES ONLY
locking frame In this country, except Sold everywhere. Liberal infancy
force at work
sample of each though with a
by most druggists, grocers and dealers
the one In St. Louis, which Is anti- mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book. Address ' It Is believed larger
a profit will be
that
everywhere, for $1.00 per large bottle.
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
quated. Two or three men are kept
THE DtJFFYHAlT WHISKEY CO.. lochraier, N Y.
JWMen who shave and shampoo with Cu-- l realized.
busy attending to leveiB. There are
Good progress Is being made on the
Icura Soap wlU find it best for skin and scalp.
!
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lot o especially 'nteresting items, for our regular Saturday evening
After 5upper Sale, which will appeal to all. .
.
A

BOYS

r

$1.25 WASH SUITS 39c

Boy's wash suits in a good variety of styles
and colors, sizes 2 Ho 6 years, worth 75c, 1.00
and $1.25, special for this sale, each
.39c
WOMEN'S

WOMEN'S

CHILDREN'S

Your choice of our entire line of women's
Oxfords worth $2.50 to $3.50 incl uding: all desirable leathers, for only
$1,75

Children's fast black Wunderhose, the kind

that wears, all sizes, worth 25c a pair, special,
per pair
fjc
65c SILK GLOVES 34c

One lot of good' Brassieres in an excellent
model, well and neatly made, worth 50 each,

One lot of women's 2 button silk gloves in
black, white, tan, brown, and grey, worth 65c
:
a p ir, special, per pair34c
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ELEPHANT

BUTIE 43

PER CENT COMPLETED
GIANT PROJECT ON RIO GRANDE
ALMOST
HALF
DONE, SAYS
RECLAMATION RECORD

The Elephant Butte dam, largest
feature of the Rio Grande reclamation project, is 43 per cent completed, according to the Reclamation
Record.
The Leasburg and Franklin
canal systems, part of the project are
completed and preliminary surveys
have been, made for the Rincon, Mes-illand Palomas valley sections of the
work. The Record carries the following story of progress on the project in
July:
Weather and labor conditions were
favorable and the general health of
the camp and santary conditions have
been excellent. The excavation for
foundation has heen carried on with
three shifts. The total excavation
to date for the dam structure, including the flume section and west abutment section Is 255,825 cubic yards.
Concreting in the dam was started
on July 3 and was continued with one
,

a

oon mmwk

SouthSickB

1862

work but it will be much faster with- shift all month.
in a month or two, when the concrete
during the month
has reached the level of the river bed. making a total to
It is now 82 feet below.
in
in

If

25c WUNDERIIOSE 17c

50c BRASSIERES 26c

special for this sale, each.

r

$2.00 HAND BAGS 49c .

One lot of women's leather hand bags including a good variety of late styles, worth 75c
to $2.00 each, special each ........
49o

$3.50 OXFORDS $1.75

!.

There were placed
2,760 cubic yards,
date of 27,060 cubic
the dam structure.
yards
place
Sand cement was used for 2,700 cubic
yards. The quarry was operated to
furnish spalls for the crusher and
plums for the concrete. A number of
changes were being made which will
benefit the operation of the mixing
and crushing plant, and a second
crushing unit was being erected to
act as a reserve. The new tract conveyor screw for the cement plant was
placed and the conveyors and hopper
for the fourth tube mill had arrived
but the mill had not; short tests runs
only were made and no product manufactured. The power plant was operated continuously and furnished all
power and light used on the work, and
the machine, carpenter and blacksmith
shops were in full operation. Heavv
rains raised the river flow to 7,250
second-fee- t
on the 13th, hut no damage or delay was caused. At the end
of the month the flow was 900 second
feet.
Palomas, Rincon and Mesilla Valley
surveys Further studies were made
of the various alternate canal systems,
and one party has been kept in the
field locating laterals. The field work
on the farm unit surveys of the Rincon
valley was finished, and office work
was continued. Farm unit surveys in
Mesilla Valley were continued.
were made for the purchase of

PATTERNS

small tracts of private land lying
Butte reservoir site.
The weather was generally warm
and pleasant and favorable to crop
growth and local rains helped out
considerably, all portions of the valley
having had at least one good rain.
The crops are generally showing up
40

in the Elephant

well.

The discharge of the Rio Grande
over the Leasburg diversion weir
varied from 50 to 5,000 second feet,
with a daily average of about 1,000
second feet. Heavy local rains caused
some damage from silt running into
the canals. During the month the first
cutting of alfalfa was finished and
the second cutting was begun and the
harvesting of grains was started. The
price of alfalfa was about $9.50 per
ton. The usual amount of maintenance work was done.

Good Reason for His Enthusiasm
When a man has suffered tor several days with colic, diarhoea or other
form of bowel complaint and is then
cured sound and well by one or two
doses of Chamberlain's Colic, Colera
and Diarrhoea Remedy, as is often the
ease, it is but natural that he should
be enthusiastic in his praise pf the
remedy, and especially is this the case
of a severe attack when lifo is threatened. Try It when in need of such a
remedy. It never fails. Sold by all
dealers. Adv.
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FORT! THOUSAND
TEMPLARS FOR
CONCLAVE
DENVER EXPECTS TO HAVE THAT
MANY PLUMED KNIGHTS VISIT HER FOR FESTIVITY

From east and west and. from north
aDd south armies of Knights (Templai's
are converging on Denver today. The
advance guard is already within the
gates and the entire city will capitulate to the invaders before Sunday,
triennial conwhen the thirty-secon- d
clave of the order will be formally
opened.
It is more than 20 years since Denver was similarly honored, the last
meeting of the grand commandery
here having taken place in 1892. In
the interval Chicago, Cleveland, Boston, Saratoga, Louisville and Pittsburgh, among other cities, liave enter-tained the' triennial conclave.. In the
matter of attendance Washington, D.
C holds the record, over 25,000 Tem
plars, by actual count, having passed
in review before President Harrison,
but Denver hopes to eclipse this record, and to show at least 40,000 plumed knights in line next week.
For nearly two years the local committees of reception and entertainment
have been preparing for the advent of
the mighty hosts that will sojourn in
this city during the next seven days,
and even thus early the hundreds of
strangers are willing to admit that
the work of the committees has been
well done.
In the matter of decoration, it might
be said that Solomon in all his glory
was not arrayed as is Denver today.
On every hand are to be seen the emblems of the order intertwined with
the national colors. The electrical
decorations are particularly rich and
elaborate. When Grand Master Mel-isis escorted from the railroad station tomorrow by the Denver commanderies, numbering 1,500 swords,
he will pass along an avenue lined
with more than 100 light poles, each
bearing the national colors, represent
ed in two flags. Between these will
be the templar insignia of cross and
crown and a maltese cross in black,
beside which there will be festoons
of colored lights.
The scheme is decoration includes
an exact reproduction of the Mickel-gatbar of the Benedictine Abbey of
York, England, erected in the year A.
D. 40 or 50, and which was a ;lpular
meeting place for the knights centuries ago. On another street is a representation of the watch tower of
the Chateau de Ijangliers, France, and
near it a facsimile of the Church of
the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem.
The conclave program will be ushered In Sunday morning, when Bishop
Walden, grand prelate of the grand encampment, will conduct religious services for the knights in the Auditorium. In the evening a sacred concert will be given at the grand stand,
or. which 25,000 ' people will be accomodated.
The proceedings of the grand encampment will begin Tuesday at noon,
after the big parade. Deputy Grand
Master Arthur MacArthur of Troy,
N. Y., will be elevated to the position
h

e

Pruriiis a Severe
form of Eczema
A Method of Home Treatment that is Very
Effective.

of grand master, in succession to Wil

liam B. Hellish of Cincinnati.
The latter part of the week will be
devoted largely to the exhibition
drills. The great amphitheater erect
ed specially for the purpose has
seating capacity of more than 40,000
Nevertheless the ordinary civilian who
Is not a Knight Templar will have
difficult time to gain admission. The
exhibition drill Is a feature dear to the
hearts of the ladies who accompany
the valiant sir knights of the con
clave, and the committee feel that it
must first care for the comfort of the
vast- number of visitng knights and
their ladies who will want to witness
the evolutions of the crack command
eries of the country.
The exchange of hospitalities among
the visiting commanderies will be one
of the pleasing features of the social
The banquet
side of the conclave.
rooms and ball rooms of all the large
hotels have been engaged for every
night of the week. Receptions, din
ners and balls will be given by the
commanderies from various states in
honor of the brother knights and
their ladies from.other states. In ad
dition, there will be several great re
ceptions and other social functions
given in honor of the visitors by the
cit yot Denver and the local commanderies.
When the conclave is over the vast
majority of the visitors will start on
sightseeing trips through Colorado.
Large parties have been organized to
visit Colorado Springs, Manltou, the
Garden of the Gods, and other places
of scenic interest. Many of the visit
ors from the east will extend their
journey to California and to Oregon
Washington and British Columbia be
fore returning their faces homeward.
DOG SHOW AT NEWPORT

SANTA

MONICA AUTO RACES

oania monica, tjai., Aug. s. rreuic-- ;
e
tions are being made that the
automobile speed record will be
broken in the big race to take place
over the Santa Monica course tomorrow
The predictions are based on
the fact that the course is In perfect
condition and the additional fact that
the participants in the rsce will Include some of the speediest drivers in
the country. The distance of the
race will be 445.25 miles, or 53 laps
of the 8.40 miles course. The contest Is open to cars up to 600 cubic
inches piston displacement. A sum
that will probably exceed ?10,000 will
be distributed among the winners of
the event.
For the first time in the far west
it will be possible for the general
public to witness a race of this character from start to finish. In addition to commodious grand stands the
management has provided unlimited
parking space. Thousands of automobile enthusiasts
from cities and
towns throughout southern California
are expected to witness the contest.
400-mil-

In every home where there is a
baby there should also be a bottle of
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR.
It may be
needed at any time to correct sour
or
stomach, wind
colic, diarrhoea
summer complaint. It is a whole
some remedy, contains no opium, mor
phine or Injurious drug of any kind.
Price 25c and 50c per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.

RAILROAD DISPUTE
GAINS

liPOiilANGt

CANADIAN
AND HILL
PACIFIC
ROADS ARGUING OVER ALLEGED POLICY OF LATTER

Newport, R. I., Aug. 8 Newport
societv went to the dogs today. The
occasion was the opening of the an
nual .bench show of the Rhode Island
Kennel club, which is one of the
prominent fixtures on the Newport
social calendar each summer. The
show this year is fully up to the high
standard established by the previous
exhibitions of the club. The display
of toy dogs is especially notable.

other remedy
so well known as S. S. S. for the blood.
And for this reason it la the one remedy Invariably called for In treating
pruritis and other Bkin diseases. But
there are many 'people who do not Insist upon having S. S. S. and are easily
persuaded to try something else "Just
as good," so they are told. It your
blood Is thin; if your skin is Irritated
with eczema, lupus, tetter, psoriasis, or
any other blood humor; if you are
troubled with pimples or bolls, do not
permit yourself to be talked intq buying something else, but insist upon
S. S. S. It Is really a remarkable remedy. It contains one Ingredient, the
active purpose of which is to stimulate
the tissues to the healthy selection of
its own essential nutriment.
And the
medical elements of this matchless
blood purifier are Just as essential to
health as the nutritious
elements of the meats, grains, fats and
our
of
sugars
food. These facta
are brought outdaily
In a highly Interesting book on skin diseases, compiled by
the medical department of the Swift
Specific Co., 184 Swift Bldg., Atlanta,
Ga. It Is mailed free, together with a
special letter of advice, to all who are
with a blood disease.
well-balanc-
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REEVES

But the Right One Was Near,
and Quickly Settled a Vital
Situation.
By

MILDRED

CAROLINE

GOOD-RIDG-

Like a man running into a shower ot
gold, a pauper finding a diamond in
the dust of the street, an invalid suddenly discovering an elixir of life,
Morris gave a great shout as he
read in a newspaper he had picked up
on a park bench a brief, but" to him a
Du-gal- d

vitally suggestive item. It ran: "Honorable Walton Reeves of Colorado,
newly elected congressman, is at the
Hampton hotel."
A vivid picture dream ran riot in the
mind of Morris. It seemed as though
a sudden blaze of golden sunshine bad
come to illumine a life beset with
clouds. He had drifted here1' to the
nation's capital with his motherless
daughter, Beulah, hoping to find some
governmental position. He had been
a rolling stone, but he was getting old
and would be' glad to settle down.
Lecturer, manager of an operatic
troupe, traveling salesman, he had a
sure living only about six months in
the year. Always loyal and patient,
Beulah had catered to his enthusiastic
impulses and as sturdily met the
seamy side.
"It's luck. I knew it would come!"
piped the optimistic little man jubilantly. "Just to think of it five years.
and here up at the top notch is the
young man I befriended! Congress
man! Well, then, all I have to get is
his word to obtain any position I want.
I must tell Beulah."
Dugald Morris was a trifle depressed
when he imparted to his daughter the
inspiring information that he had
found a real friend at last. When her
father named Walton
Reeves a
strange quiver crossed Beulah's face.
Then she flushed, and when the story
was ended she said simply:
"I would ask no favors of a person
who has possibly long since forgotten

Chicago, Aug. 8. National honor
seems now to be involved by the dispute between the great railroad clans
of the Canadian border, the Hill roads
and the Canadian Pacific. Nothing
less than federal inquiry can clear
the record of charges of underhand
methods in regard
to emigration
across the international border, the
charges having come from no less
source than J. S. Dennis, assistant to
the president of the Canadian Pacific
Postmaster Antolne Deloria,
the "C. P. R." When his
Mich., speaks for the guidance of railway
those troubled with kidney and blad- assertion that fake letters had been
der iregularities, and says "From my used by the Hill railroads to check PLANTS DISCOVERED
own experience I can recommend Fo emigration from the United States to
ley Kidney Pills. My father also was western Canada was promptly and
DY FOREST SERVICE
cured of kidney disease, and many emphatically denied by high officials
neighbors were cured by Foley Kidney of the Hill roads he reiterated Jls
Pills." O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross assertion and
divulged what he claim
J
BRING
Drug Store.-Ad- v.
ed to be the result of the investiga- GRAZING LAND STUDIES
UN
TO LIGHT HERETOFORE
tion of one letter of many, saying that
KNOWN
VARIETIES
details of the others would be dis
JAIL DELIVERY (INLY
The letters osclosed if necessary.
Washington, Aug. 8. In making
tensibly were from bona fide settlers
NARROWLY AVERTED from the states who were disgrunt- study of grazing lands on the national
led with what they had round across forests, 125 entirely new species of
by the
plants have been discovered
the border.
'
HRRY WEAVER CAUGHT SAW- - The signers of the letters which.; government's experts, and will be
ING THROUGH BARS OF BERNthe Canadian railroad official claims named and classified by the botanists
ALILLO COUNTY JAIL
to be "fake" complaints, the methods of the department of agriculture.
Their discovery came about through
of the procurement of the letters and
Albuquerque, Aug. 8. Harry Weav- their purpose are expected to be In- the collection of some 9,000 different
er, serving a sentence of 90 days In vestigated and the Canadians be plant specimens, with notes as to
"I Would Ask No Favors."
the county jail for larceny, was Wed- brought to book if their charges can- their habits of growth and forage
as, and who probably has newer ac
nesday night discovered busily saw- not be substantiated that they are value. This work is part of a com
to consider."
quaintances
him
ing the bars, which stood between
prehensive plan to determine the
faked."
Oh, don't you think it!' cried the In
and freedom. Jailer Quirino Coulter,
The facts disclosed by Mr. Dennis grazing value of every acre of na genuous Morris, who loved all the
making his rounds shortly before mid- concerning the one letter and those tional forest land, in which the capa world and therefore fancied that all
night that night, thought ne heard a which he claims he can furnish about city of the soil to grow certain forage the world loved him. "I reckon you
peculiar grating sound coming from others will b brought to official at crops is to be determined and an ef have forgotten what close friends he
the upper floor of the jail where the tention. The letter from one A. Mc- - fort made to decide for which class and I we five years ago down at
are kept. Cusker of the Edmonton district, he of stock sheep, cattle, or goats the Frankton. When he got a call on a
good conduct prisoners
urveying job out in Colorado he owed
Creeping up quietly the jailer discov- asserted, was that of a man who had range is best suited.
money in Frankton that I paid, being
ered Weaver sawing. The prisoner failed to make good through certain
The men who have made the studies flush at the time. Then that big
was working with a small sectioji of faults of his own which have made have combined the
qualities of prac chance with the lecturing tour came
a hack saw and had already severed it necessary, for his wife to intervene tical stockmen and trained botanists. along for us and we left Frankton. I
have never heard from him since."
one of the bars. A second piece of in the issuance of the pafent. This
They divided the areas into such
It may be some other Reeves," sug
saw, of a different size, was discov- letter was circulated, he asserted, as small subdivisions that maps have
gested Beulah.
ered when Weaver was searched. The a case of an American dissatisfied in been;
"Oh, no. It was to Colorado our
prepared which show exactly the
prisoner was at once locked in a steel Canada, was sent out in envelopes of kinds of feed which grow on each acre, friend went. I'll be glad to see him,
cell, from which he will have no fur- one of the Hill roads and with liter- and the time of year it is
ready for outside of what help he may give me
in getting a political job,"
ther opportunity to reach the outer ature of the road.
grazing. The maps also show the
Beulah turned aside a3 if to
to
dis
windows, much less to saw on the
made
be
will
effort
stock's water supply and indicate the herself at her work. There were busy
Every
tellbars.
prove the statements of Mr. Dennis kind of stock best suited to the area. tale tears in her eyes. She had a heart
Weaver is the man who stole a and remove cause for the stinging arThe Investigation also showed the secret she had never told to anyone
coat from a South First street lodg- raignment of the metnods of the examiners many areas covered with not even to her father. There
had
The coat contained a American railroads in question in re
been a romance to the going away of
ing house.
which
plants
apparently
flourishing
baggage check, which the thief pre- gard to the emigration across the should furnish excellent grazing, but Walton Reeves. He had never asked
Beulah to be his wife, but plainly as
sented at the Santa Fe station, securwhich were not of a character relish- could be he had indicated
to "her that
ing therefrom a trunk containing the
ed by stock; these areas, therefore, he would think constantly of her while
coat.
of
owner
the
belongings of the
g
capa- away. He had interested her in his1 fuhad little or no
Weaver was captured by Santa Fe
e
ture. He had led her to believe that
'
city.
Officers Martin and McKew, arraignAs a result of the study, the forest when that future was assured they
ed before Judge Craig, pleaded guilty
must become "great, great friends."
service announces that it will be In a
Beulah had put aside the shattered
and was sentenced to serve 90 days Sun and Wind Bring Out Ugly Spots,
position to perfect its system of graz- remnants of that old love dream. Her
in the county jail 'and to pay a fine
How to Remove Easily
ing management to bring about still father's disclosure, however, could not
of $50. Lacking funds Weaver will
Here's a chance, Miss Freckle-face- ,
conditions for both stock and help but open up the old wound. She
better
will
be obliged to serve 140 days and
to try a remedy for freckles with the
was too cheery-hearteand phtlosoph.
range.
be lucky if he escapes prosecution for
ical to allow it to burden her bright
guarantee of a reliable dealer that it
ofattempted jail breaking, a serious
will not cost you a penny unlss it
G. O. P.
NAME TICKET spirit If she had been nothing, as it
fense under the state law. The pris- moves the freckles; while if it does VIRGINIA
had turned out, to the poor, struggling
Roanoke, ya., Aug. 8. An importoner was received at the county jail
surveyor, what could she hope for
give you a clear complexion the ex- ant meeting of the republican state from the
neglectful lover elevated to a
July 29, and until his escapade was pense is trifling..
committee of Virginia will be held position of honor and wealth?
considered orderly and well behaved.
Simply get an ounce of othine
The meeting will
She said nothing as her father got
here tomorrow.
double
from
strength
your issue a call and make the necessary ready the next morning to call at ths
of
Cure
.Remarkable
Dysentery
and a few applications arrangements for a state convention Hampton hotel. She even Ironed out
"I was attacked with dysentery druggist
should
show
you how easy it is to to nominate candidates for governor his best but rusty' tie, brushed and
doctor's
abut July 15th, and used the
no
rid yourself of the homely f reckles and other state officers to be voted mended his coat and sent him on his
medicine and other remedies with
way with a smile. Her heart ached a
relief, only getting worse all the time. ad get a beautiful complexion. Rare- for at the fall election.
bit, but she did not mind that now.
I was unabie to do anything and my
ly is more than one ounce needed for
Dugald Morris arrived at the hotel
145
125
to
from
dropped
weight
In wages of 2 cents an to find that the Hon. Walter Reeves
the worst case.
An
intii3e
two
about
for
I
suffered
pounds.
Be Bure to ask the druggist for the hour and better working conditions occupied Suite A on the parlor floor.
months when I was advised to use
Chamberlain's Colic, Colera and Diar- double strength othine as tris is the have been granted boilermakers, help- He was admitted to the ante room.
rhoea Remedy. I used two bottles of prescription sold under guarantee of ers and apprentices throughout the An officious usher asked his business,
"I want to see Walt Reeves," replied
it and it gave me permanent relief,"
back if it fails to remove Missouri, Kansas & Texas railroad
writes B, W. Hill of Snow Hill, N. C. money
Dugald in his blunt, friendly way.
Texas.
,
freckles.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
system of
"Name, sir. If you please?"
,

.

Freckle-Fac-

There

border. "There can be no objection,
ne said, to proper errort being exerted by officials of the Hill lines
for the colonization of lands along
their lines, nor can there be any ob
lection to enorts on tneir part to
keep American settlers at home, but
when they attempt to stem the ever
increasing tide of American settlers
to cheap lands of western Canada bv
the use of fake' letters taey are sim
ply defeating their own ends and lay
ing themselves open w the charge
which has been made of the use of
unfair methods, which charge I con
tend has been amply proved by the
The charge can be
investigation.
further proved If necessary by further cases of the distribution by the
Hill lines of, 'fake' literature In the
effort to retard the colonization of
lands in western Canada which are
proving such an attraction to Ameri
can settlers that 200,000 of them will
cross the international boundary In
search of homes during this year."
The denials of the Hill roads were
vigorous. "How such an impossible
charge ever came to be seriously
made I can't understand," said L.
Bricker of the Northern Pacific railway. "Not only have we not employed or in any manner encouraged any
one to write or publish articles derogatory of Canada, but I have pub
licly and privately commended Canada for her successwhich she rich
ly deserves. There has been co-o-p
eration between the railroads-- the na
tional and provincial
governments
and private interests that have
Drought great returns, and we on this
side of the line could well afford to
emulate their example in attracting
settlors and capital. Canada's suc
cess has been a good talking argu
ment for our own west as proof that
what land was once regarded as un
favorable for agriculture when prop
erly handled yields abundantly."
H. A. Noble, general passenger
agent of the Great. Northern lines,
called the charge "ridiculous." He
added: "The Great Northern is work
ing a big way for big results, and' is
not stooping to any such petty meth
ods as employing persons to discour
age other countries. We have quite
enough to do in promoting the de
velopment and settlement of the ter
ritory tributary to our lines."

j
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very carefully the night previous
Morris had cleaned one of his; old
time cards he had used when he was
in the lecturing field.
My name will be enough," he said,
but there you are."
Morris was so filled with pleasing
anticipations of the warm welcome he
felt sure he would receive that he
paced the room impatiently until the
usher returned.
"Sorry, sir," announced the latter,
returning the card, "but Mr. Reeves
doesn't know you."
"What's that!" fairly shouted Morris. He was so overcome that he fell
straightway to the nearest chair and
stared unbelievingly at the usher.
"Walt Reeves doesn't know me me,
Dugald Morris, who oh, say! there's
some mistake."
"I have reported my message, sir,"
responded the man incisively, and
waiting for the visitor to vacate the
room.
Dugald Morris bowed his head on his

MILLION DOLLARS

M

ORE FOR

DIEGO SIIQVi
MUNICIPAL
BOND, ISSUE
ADDS
MUCH AVAILABLE CASH TO
EXPOSITION FUNDS

San Diego, Calif., Aug. 8. Another
great accomplishment toward the
opening of the gates of the San Diego
exposition at the appointed time, January 1, 1915, has Just been made in
the passage, during the last month,
of additional issue of municipal bonds
to the amount of nearly a million dollars, all of which Is available for ex
position uses. At the present time
the exposition management find itself
with more than two millions of dol
lars cash on. hand with which to build
its exposition, now nearly
f
completed.
Wall, Diego's great fatlh in the
a
project she Is carrying out U
IliOTra la, contributions through bond
Issues' and cash subscriptions to the
stock of the exposition to the amount
f
of three and
millions of dol
lars, up to the present time.
President D. C. Collier, of the San
Diego exposition, makes the positive
statement today that the buildings
will be completed by the middle of
1914, and that all of the parkings,
roadways and general ground work
will be done by November of next
year.
All foreign countries, states and
counties of the United States, and all
exhibitors who are to provide buildings of their own, are compelled to
bave their structure up and ready for
occupancy by August, 1914, leaving
ample time for the installation of all
exhibits and exposition features by
the time the exposition gate8 will
open on January 1, 1915.
It is anticipated now that in itg entirety the San Diego exposition 'will
Involve an expenditure of ten millions
of dollars. Added to the three and
one-hamillions already in hand, and
less than
of which has been
expended to date, the participaton of
foreign countries and the states and
counties of the United States, together
with that of corporations and private
concerns who will have build'iv;s of
their own for exhibit purpoBfj, will
he a total of not less than six and one-hamillions, thus bringing the grand
total to ten millions.

hands. He thought harder than he had
ever thought before. Suddenly he
jumped up. His face was fiery with
.honest indignation and excitement. In
a flash it had occurred to him that
Walton Reeves did not want to know
him. Raised to a position of pride and
influence, the lngrate had forgotten
the friends of his humble youth!
"Young man," he spoke, his voice
quivering, "you go back to your master
and tell him that old Dugald Morris is
in this room, wants the eighty-sevedollars he paid out for him five years
ago, arid. that he won't stir a. peg from
here until he gets it with interest!"
"What's that?" voiced a portly, dignified man, appearing at the doorway
of the inner room. "Dugald Morris?
dollars? Jones, you had
ejghty-sevebetter call an officer."
"Not Until I see Walton Reeves!" declared Morris staunchly.
'"I am Walton Reeves," announced
the newcomer.
"Eh, you? eh, I've made a mistake,
and I'm sorry to have troubled you,"
said Morris in a crestfallen way. "You
see, I knew a Walton Reeves years ago
at Krankton, and I thought"
"Oh, you mean my nephew and
namesake," smiled the congressman,
something in the earnest, honest face
of Morris appealing to him. "He is
my secretary. This way, Mr. Morris."
The high heart of hope and delight
of Dugald Morris rose chokingly as
tno minutes later the real object of
his search gave him the welcome of
his life! And then explanation
money sent to Morris at Frankton, returned unclaimed. Advertisements inserted in the newspapers, unseen by
Morris.
And finally, a vital, eager
question from the young man:
"And Beulah that is, Miss Morris?
She is is stlU single?"
"Oh, yes ; she would never leave her
old father!" vaunted Morris.
He changed his mind, as coming
home two evenings later, puffed Bp a
trifle with the consciousness of at last
having a fat government job, he found
two consciously smiling persons on the
porch.
"It's all right, Mr. Morris," observed
Walton Reeves with a gay, happy
laugh. "Beulah isn't going to leave Kidney Trouble Began With a Lame
Back
you, and neither am I; we are simply
J. L. Hackl, 915 Eighth St, Lincoln,
going to take you In to live with both
111., was recently cured of a bad case
of us."
of kidney trouble that started with a
(Copyright, 1913, by W. G. Chapman.)
lame back, and says: "I am certainly
CRIPPLE HAD THE SPEED thankful in getting a cure of my kidney trouble by using Foley Kidney
Fills. Try them yourself.
O. G.
RecWho
Has
Established
Sprinter
Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug' Store.
ords Found Himself Far OutAdv.
classed In Chase.
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John Craig Hammond, who steered
publicity for Wilson during the campaign, has returned to New York from
the flood district of the west. Mr.
Hammond is about as heavy as a
hairpin. Any time that he can get
properly startled he can sink the inon a
tercollegiate sprinting record
route of ground.
"One day," avers Mr. Hammond, "I
walked through a street in Columbus,
unio. Aneaa or me l spied a man
hobbling painfully on two crutches.
Suddenly I heard the cry:
"'Dam's busted! Run for your
lives?'
"So I ran for my life. On ahead I
could see the cripple getting over the
ground' like a giant swing. By and
by I caught up to him. In natural
compassion I sought to aid him, but
he shook me off.
" You carry these crutches, mister,'
said the unfortunate, 'and give a cripple a chance."
Mr. Hammond further alleges that
it was almost an hour later before he
finally succeeded in running down the
cripple in the uplands of Columbus
and returning
his crutches. New
York Times.
Triumphant Blind Man.
Dr. Jacob W. Holotin, who has

CELEBRATES
ITS CENTENNIAL
Columbia, S. C, Aug. 8. The Richland Volunteers of this city, one of
the oldest and most historic military
organizations in the country, celebrated its 100th anniversary today.
The company has participated in every war in which the United States
was involved since 1S12.

Constipation Is the starting; point
for many serious1 diseases. To be healthy kepp the bowels active and regu
lar. IIERThNE will remove all accumulations in the bowels and put the system in prime condition.
Price 50c.

?oid hy Ontrn.1

Gold
000,000

to the value of more than

fS,
Is expected to be taken out of

the Klondike this summer, the amount
having Increased regularly since the
lowest mark was reachsd in 1907, less
than $3,900,000.

Adv.

hnareness, tickling throat and lung
troubles. Tt. is a strictly hish grade
family medicine, and only approved
dru?s of first quality are "used in its
manufacture. Tt gives the best results
and contains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drua; Store. Adv.
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just

been appointed attending physician at
the tuberculosis hospital of the Dunning Asylum, Chicago, is not only
blind, but is the first blind man who
has ever taken the full course of four
years in medicine and passed the present Illinois examination for medicine
and surgery. He is only twenty-fiv- e
years of age, but has examined 3500
patients at the municipal tuberculosis
hospital in the last fourteen months.
His diagnosis is made wholly by touch.
Kw can give the exact temperature by
feeling the skin, and, an exact pulse
without the aid of a watch. At fourteen he graduated from the Illinois
State Hospital for the Blind, and traveled over the country selling typewriters, finally earning money to enable him to study medicine.
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Entered it the pos.offiee at East
Las Vosas, New Merico, Tor tranv
mission through the United States
mails is tncond clas3 matter.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier

then get the state to put up as much
money as the other Interested communities and Build The Moad.
Both state and forest service cooperation can, he obtained without
the necessity of applying to Washington. All phases of this remedy can
be applied easily and promptly. When
it is applied. If it Is, San Miguel county will have the satisfaction of having accomplished something worth
while, something which will be of
benefit to her citizens, both farmers
and townspeople alike, and something which will rase her many
notches In the estimation of the visitor, for nothing impresses a stranger
so soon or so badly as the lack of
proper highways.

-
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AKT CENSOR

.05

pulse of. the engine means that two
cubic feet of gas have passed the me-

British papers are making an almighty fuss trying to convince us
that it was not because of the canal
toll wrangle that England is not to
exhibit at San Francisco. They may
be right, at that. ,

WHAT THE PEACE PROPOS- ALS REALLY ARE
'

The peace proposal, briefly stated,
provides for a series of treaties with
the different nations whereby the par
ties agree that all questions of whatever character and nature, In dispute
between them, shall, when diplomatic
efforts fail, be submitted for Invest!
gation and report, to an international
the composition to be
commission,
agreed upon, and the contracting parties agree not to declare war or begin
hostilites until such Investigation is
made and report submitted.
It Is provided that the Investigation
shall be conducted as a matter of
course, upon the initiative of the com
mission, without the formality of a
request from either party, and that the
report shall be submitted within a
time to he agreed upon, either six
months or1 a year from the date of the
submission of the dispute, and that
the parties shall reserve the right to
act independently on the subject matter in dispute after the report Is sub-

ter.

Sleep is useless, says Edison. Exactly. We feel that way every evening when we want to sit up and read.
But we change our views about two
hours later, when the neighbor's cat
begins to serenade. .,
o
Another instance of action too late
is the investigation being carried on
by the state of New York of the con
ditions at crossings where many fatal
collisions between trains and autos
have recently occurred.
,

.

o

Intent upon death, a waiter who
wanted to commit suicide fought off
would-b- e
rescuers in New York the
other day. This must be one of those
cases in which the victim was Not saved in spite of . himself.

We learn with regret that our sister
city of Albuquerque has .now been af
65
One Month
flicted with an art censor. This dole
.$7.50 ful addition to
One Year
the city's list of 'char
Dally, by Mail
ity' offices was tacked on as a result
o
?6.00 of
One Year
the appearance of a copy of the
3.00
A writ of habeas corpus for a young
Six Months
famous painting "September Morn" in
Greek about to be deported was the
an Albuquerque window.
of stopping the Olympic as she
cause
It will be somewhat surprising to mitted,.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
sailed
past quarantine the other day.
those who are aware of the conditions
GROWER
Such an agreement in the form of This brings to mind the fact that occa
to
learn
that Alderman J. A. Skinner a treaty the United States offers to
12.00
One Year
sionally the common geezer gets a
Six Months
i.... 1X0 was chosen to officiate as the protector enter Into with other nations, and al- chance to make the big bugs sit up
of the public morals. Tills choice was
'
ready 14 of the leading nations of the and take notice.
an imminently fit tin ?oue, asMr.Skln. world have
their
willingexpressed
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip ner's long acquaintance with the beau ness to bind themselves In like mantions.)
tiful artsurjev-tupon the la- ner with this country. The plan goes
Remit by draft, check or money or bels of the baking powder cans he
the arbitration treaties which
der. If sent otherwise we will not retails at his grocery establishment beyond In
now
are
existence and is intended
HOW THE METER WORKS
be responsible for loss.
has undoubtedly fitted him to pass up- to
them. In the case of
supplement
on
free
applica
on the highest standard of aesthetic
Specimen copies
arbitration there are always some
tion.
endeavor. The alderman, too, has had
questions which are excepted. Under
AT many years of mundane experience the Bryan proposal there can be no
Reading the electric light meter is
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
and doubtless will be able to single
basis
the
form
which
one
TIME
might
question
OF
thing, ana understanding it is
EXPIRATION
THE
out with eagle eye those features of a
dispute or controversy between another. How many of us who have
"PAID FOR
which are detrimental to the public nations which could be
productive electric and gas meters in the house
the
morals, without, of course, being con of war, without an investigation first can explain how they operate?
are guaranteed
Advertisers
taminated himself.
The electric meter is really a tiny
having been made by the commission
largest daily and weekly circulation
It is understood from the columns provided for under the proposed trea- electric motor, 'of the most delicate
of any newspaper In northern New
of the Albuquerque papers that the ties. The proposal, therefore, bridges structure and the best
Mexico.
workmanship
censor has ordered September Morn, the gap left open by all forms and housed in a little iron and
glass box.
is she appears in Albuquerque, to be schemes of arbitation which have The revolving part of the motor Is an
TELEPHONES
draped. As one of them has it, "Ukase been advanced for the purpose of set aluminum disk mounted between two
Main 2 orders
Business Office
September Morn into mourn tling international issues without re- electromagnets through which the curMain 9
News Department
ing." Of course, the whole story was sort to hostilities Frank B. Lloyd In rent to be measured is passed. The
based upon intimation and it is just July National Monthly.
current in the magnet induces a curo
possible that after all the
1913.
AUGUST
8,
rent in the disk and this current flowFRIDAY,
nwlll not inflict his apparently
Advertising the Btate fair a la motor- ing in the field of the electric magprudish ideas upon the more large- cycle is a new way but a good one.
nets causes the disk to revolve with
THAT SANTA FE HO AD minded members of the populace.
o
a speed directly proportional to that
The Albuquerque Morning Journal
About the handiest thing to have through the magnets. With each comJudge R. H. Hanna has delivered in a witty little story, comments upon around the house these days is a fly- plete revolution o fthe disk a black
himself of a considerable portion of the action of the censor as follows
swatter.
band is seen to pass the
his vocabulary in a deserved excoria
Alderman Skinner Is a merchant
o
aperture in the face of the
Fe road. and is true to his guild. The alder
tion of the Las Vegas-Sant- a
About now is a good time to begin meter box, and a definite number of
The conclusions lie draws from the man believes that were the practice
it early. What? Why, Christ revolutions of the disk Indicate that
condition of the road and the attitude of rearing clothes abandoned by the doing
Also laying in winter one kilowatt hour of electricity has
mas
shopping.
of certain autoists are exactly right, fair sex it would be a serious blow
coal.
passed through the meter.
of
Las Vegas is on the direct line
to the mercantile trade and that pic
o- There are four dials on the face of
the only auto route across the con- tured laoMes sans' shoes, sans clothes,
Once
wild
of
meter box and the disk is geared
the
last
the
the
again
tinent which Is practicable the year sans everything but the smile, is but
horses have been rounded up. This t6 them in such a way that when one
round. Santa Fe is the terminus of the
entering wedge of an idea that time the date line says It happened kilowatt-hou- r
passes through the mea section of that route. Should the might deprive us of
dry goods shops at Stamford, .Mont.
a sufficient numrevolves
the
disk
ter
be
two
bo
these
road between
places
and other emporiums, and all this
cause
the indicator of
o
to
of
times
ber
difficult as to delay autoists serious' aside from the morals
of the ques
move
A
to
state
was
right-handial
eaten
senator's
the
speech
route
ly they will not come over that
tion."
by a goat at Wilkesbarre, Pa. The of the distance around its circle. That
at all, and not only Las Vegas and The
only excuse for a censorship of goat died. Just think what some leg s. if the meter is set at zero, the inSanta Fe but every city along the art would
be to name a true artist as islative
dial will
reporters have to undergo.
dicator on the right-hanline will lose as a consequence.
censor., Then, bad art could be ex
o
move from zero to one in measuring
It has been a long and bitter fight cluded, from the public view and
good
of electricity.
Now Texas wants to let goof her one kilowatt-hou- r
to get the route through New Mexico art left to
display.
state-ownedial
of a meter it is
the
In
case
railroad.
Another
old
Santa
reading
the
trail
Fe
adopted
along
o
of the bull being taken by the horns necessary to read the number last,
as a portion of any sort of a transand the taker being unable to let go. passed by the pointer. This is imcontinental route at all and1 now that
JUSTICE FOK THE
o
portant for accurate reading. On a
It Is adopted as a part of the best of
RAILROADS
An
Indian woman tried to reform given day the dial farthest to the
these routes, the Old Trails, everyone
do
near
should
white
husband with a tomahawk. right is read and the number set down.
her
it
residing anywhere
Scores of laws have been passed
his .utmost to keep it in proper con- that increase the outgo of the rail- There Is such a thing as following too Then the next dial to the left Is read
civil-ieznd the number written just to the left
dition.
ways regardless of their income and closely the tactics of the highly
not
been
races.
this
has
of the first number, and so on until
t often happens that a railway trav
Unfortunately,
On just whom
the four readings have been taken and
done.
the blame: ersing two or more states is beset
He
is
we
know.
But
not
In
are
it
do
Kansas
Back
should
boasting recorded. The numbers are not added
they
with conflicting laws In these various
a certainty that the road is bad and slates to which it must adjust Itself about the hot weather records they together but are read as one whole
it is an equal certainty that it should as best it can. Scripture teaches us have broken. Here in Las Vegas we number just as they stand.
As an example, suppose the pointer
be fixed at once. Bad roads spell that no man can serve two masters. are figuring on getting that other blandial has just passed
of the
retrogression, inefficiency and sev- How, then, can the railways be reason- ket out of cold storage.
o
eral other unpleasant things. It Is
hand of the second dial is
the
four,
to
49?
serve
ably expected
all right to talk long and loudly of
A woman mistook Senator J. Hamil between the onG and two, the third is
The effect of this unjust treatment
r
in a Wash between three and four, and the
scenery, fishing, mountains, timber of one servant of the public by his ton Lewis for a
and all the rest of that sort of thing, fellow
other
restaurant
the
day. We pointer of the fourth or righthand dial
ington
13
tolerated
and
which
servants,
but if you cannot show Mr. Tourist condoned by their common master, is ways did think it made a man look is between two ond three. Then the
a way to reach them you might as
to the senate. meter reads four, one, three, two, and
strikingly illustrated by the fact that aristocratic to be elected
well keep still, better, in fact. It you
o
four thousand one hundred and thirty-twbetween 1907 and 1911 the" railways of
' kilowatt-hour- s
eteer him over a mile of bad road, the United
deA Washington
have passed
correspondent
States put $2,044,417,000 of
he thinks all the roads in that county new
it
Is
since
from zero.
the
started
block
it
the
clares
great
system
through
on
into
their properties
are difficult. If you send him over whichcapital
right-han- d
dial
est
trains
in
The;
aid
to
registers kilowatt-hour- s
handling
safety
they have received no return.
a day's travel of it, he will swear Incredible
disthe
next
dial registers
ever
devised.
We
has
been
.
that
singly,
as It may seem, the total
that the state's roads are Impossible, return in 1907 on
is them by tens, the third by hundreds,
Habit
him.
with
The
agree
Safety
of
$13,000,000,000
Nobody near, here knows what would invested
dial thouand the fourth or
capital was $8,787,000 more better.
trans-stat- e
a
whole
should
happen
o
case
number
In
sands.
the
every
1911
return
than
in
the
on $15,000,000.road be bad, for that has not happenprinted above the dial is the number
banned
000 of invested capital.
have
Chicago's
policewomen
ed yet In this Bection of the country.
The master and his servants, the the tight skirt as a part of their uni of units registered by one complete
But the other thing has happened,
form.' It appears that this section of revolution of the dial hand. The readfrequently, and It has hurt New Mex- regulating authorities. Impose many
of the previous month is subrequirements on the railway in the the feminine contingent believe that ing
ico a great deal.
tracted
from the new reading and the
will
be
sufficiently conspicuous
Road resources are little enough In nominal or real interest of safety. The they
number is the amount of
resulting
without
them.
number
killed,
total
of
"passengers"
New Mexico, hut for such a road as
consumed
power
o
during the month in
under
the Judge describes there is no ex- including "persons carried
.
kilowatt-hoursof
If the resiterms
Cam!
are
and
in
accidents
the
They
guarding Disgs
agreement," in train
cuse.
12
rate
is
cents
dent's
per kilowatt-hou- r
The condition of this road Is a dis- year ending June 30, 1912, was 139. netti as they sit In the court room in
a
simple
multiplication
gives the
San
the
is
already
Francisco, where Digg
grace not only to the officials of this In "other than train accidents,"
amout of the month's bill.
on
mis
179.
trial.
like
was
This
is
killed
number
of
something
passengers
and other counties who are in authorThe' gas meter is very simple. Each
ity over roads but a disgrace to the Nearly all of these deaths were due placed precaution. A little guarding
the meter boxes Incloses a little
of
two
of
would
the
case
have
in
birls
the
to nnrestralned personal carelessness;
citizens who tolerate It.
engine which Is operated by the presThere is a remedy at hand, how- and this, In turn, was due to the mas obviated the cause of the trial.
sure of the gas just as a steam
o
ever, and a simple one at that This ter's neglect to require those who use
is operated by steam. Of course
A
In
comman
retain
to
seat
his
exercise
to
fought
the
service
is to settle, once for alV the differrailway's
the
engine does not run except when
ence which now leaves San Miguel mon sense to protect themselves a barber's chair after he had been
hair-cu- t.
is turned on beyond the meter,
the
railgas
He
re
shaved
his
had
of
and
county without proper road mainte- against the necessary hazards
with the way operation. Julius Kruttjojinltt, mained there seven hours. For some any more than a steam engine would
nance,- arrange
of us who have wanted a Bhave In a operate is the exhaust were closed.
road authorities of Santa Fe, apply in Leslie's.
cono
to the forest service for aid in re- hurry it has seemed that the occupant All the gas that is used by the
sumer
passes through the cylinders of
seven
Governor T.ind seem? to be a kind of of the chair remained there
pairing those portions of the road
the gas engine and each complete
weeks without fighting at alL
TvTiirli crops national forests, and a talking delegato to Mexico.
One Week
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censor-alderma-

n

one-tent- h

d

B. B. W. LAYTON, Aug. 11
MUSIC-AR-

C.

LECTURE

T

W. G. WARD, Aug. 25
PASSION PLAY

Dr. F. H. H. ROBERTS, Sept. 8
end

HUMOR

PATHOS cf TRAVEL

Col. R. B . TWITCHBLL, Sept. 22
SOLDIERS of the CROSS

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Aug. 6

Statement of
FIREMEN'S INSURANCE COMPANY
of Newark, New Jersey.

THE HOLY LAND

January 1, 1913.
Capital Stock
$1,000,000.00
Total Assets
6,836,778.79
Net Surplus
2,723,233.49
Surplus to Policyholders. 3,723,239.49
HERBERT W. GEHRING, Agent.
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SEASON TICKETS
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t
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December oats started
to
higher at 44
to 44, touched 44
and rose to
Strength of hogs and corn carried
provisions higher. First sales were
unchanged to 5 cents up with September as follows: Pork $20.90; lard
$11.47; ribs $11.20. The closing
quotations were as follows:
Wheat, September. 86; December

44.

89;

May

94.

Corn, September 72; December
May 69.

42;

Oats, September

44;

May

47.

67;

December

$1.50
75c

SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS.,

J

UNDER 12 YEARS

CHILDREN

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Aug. 8. Despite rains in
Illinois, corn1 today developed strength
from the outset. Kansas and NebrasPork, September $20.80; January
ka were still suffering from drought $19.25.
and excessive heat and there had been
Lard, September $11.40; October
only slight .showers in part3 of Mis- $11.47; January $10.80.
October
souri. The official forecast predicted
Ribs, September $11.10;
that high temperature and lack of $11.10; January $10.20.
moisture would continue for several
days. The opening was a shade to
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
cent higher. December, which started
New York, Aug. 8. Extraordinary

at 6C
to 67 the same change from
last night as the market taken alto
gether, rose to 6767. September
touched 71, an advance of yit The
close was easy with December
to
cent higher at 67.
Wheat hardened in sympathy with
corn and because of crop damage re
ports from North Dakota. September
opened unchanged to
off at 89
to 90 but rallied to 90. The close
was weak
cent net lower for De-

FUND

COURSE

ILLUSTRATED LECTURE

left-han- d

glass-covere- d

d

EW HOSPITAL BUILDING

(

The sole business of the little mechanism is to perate the dial hands
on the face of the meter box. The
uppermost of the four dials is marked
"Test 2 cu, ft." The indicator on this
dial makes one complete revolution
each time two cubic feet of gas pass
through the meter. Each revolution
means that $0.00324 worth of gas has
been consumed, if the residence rate
is $1,62 per thousand cubic feet. By
watching the dial the consumer may
find out just what it cost him to cook
a dinner or heat a bath tub full of
water.
The indicators on the other dials are
geared as in the electric meter and
are read in the sanle way, the right-han- d
indicator registering hundreds of
cubic feet, the next, thousands, and
third or
Indictor, tens of
thousands. The reading taken the
month previous is subtracted from the
new reading and Is figured at the rate
per thousand cubic feet.

interest attaches to the government
crop report to be published this afternoon because of the serious damage
to crops and conflicting reports or uncertain conditions. The stock market
showed the effect of this situation by
remaining dormant for the greater
part of the early session, after opening moderately active and firm. Union
Pacific and New Haven fell a point
each, the latter being sold on rumors
affecting future dividends. St. Paul
and Northern Pacific were up a point.
Wabash issues were strong, the pre
ferred rising three points, and Lackawanna Steel was the feature of the in
dustries gaining
Coppers were
firm in anticipation of a favorable
producers report. Bonds were Irreg
ular.
Reports of another advance in copper prices abroad and Increased demand for the metal here caused a revival of copper groups which offset the
monthly showing. Generally speaking
the tone of the market showed Improvement over the forenoon dealings
but the buying was trivial. '

7.

;

35c

The market closed irregular. The
condition disclosed by the crop report
appeared to have been discounted in
earlier weakness. '' Prices ' improved
steadily after the report was out,
some shares rallying a point. Shorts
were buyers on the usual practice of
covering on publication of the bad
N
news.
The last sales for the day were:
72
Amalgamated Copper
110
American Sugar
96
Atchison
159
Reading ..'
93
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
1524
62
United States Steel
108
United States Steel, pfd
CITY LIVE STOCK

KANSAS

Kansas City, Aug. 8 Hogs, recepits
Market 5 cents higher. Bulk
5,000.
8.408.75; heavy $8.408.60; packers and butchers $8.408.75; lights
$8.408.55; pigs $6.057;50.
Cattle, receipts 1,500. Market steaPrime fed steers $8.358.75;
dy.
dressed beef steers $7.258.25; western steers $5.758; southern steers
cows $3.508.50; heif8. 60; stockers and feeders
bulls $3 6. 25; calves $5

$4.158.25;
ers $4. 50

$57.75;
8.50.

Sheen receints 2.000. Market strone.
Lambs $5.757.30; yearlings $4.50
5.50; wethers $44.75; ewes $3.50
4.25; stockers and feeders $2.504.

T

,

d

left-han-

d

head-waite-

Only absolutely the best goods obtainable offered as our at-

tractive advertising specials.

Come and investigate.

We

are assured in advance of your unquaiifed approval both as
to desirability and price. We have selected a very fine lot
of good things and quote the following for your inspection

MONDAY
65c Children's
Seersucker Romper

Saturday xNight7to9

1.25

o

79c

left-han-

''

"""
,

'

"

9

Lonsdale Muslin
Best Quality

au sizes Your Choice

Wash Jap Silk
36 inches wide
i per. yard

Saturday
Night'
7 to

"

"-

Night
Saturday
7 to 9
$1.25 and $1.50

,

t?OC

i

10

TTTTTtTTTTT"

MONDAY
15c Children's Hose

rZ
lie .

Middy and Balkan
Blouses

MONDAY
25c Nazareth

for the young miss

Waists

89c

19c

;

;

yardsjor

98c
.

Saturday9 Night
7(0

65c, 75c and 85c
Boy's Blouse

Waists
Cadet Make.

Each

49c

engine

Opposite

Castaneda
Hotel

The

1.

store

of Quality"

AF) A (fW.Tl

515-51-

7

Railroad
Avenue

I
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PERSONALS

Charles Clark of Pueblo, Col., was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
PERUVIAN

TOWNS
Lima, Peru, Aug. 8.

DESTROYED
News reached
earthquake on

R. D. Wiggon of Kansas City, Mo., here today that an
was a commercial business visitor Wednesday
destroyed me Peruvian
here today.
towns of Caravell and Quicacha.
Mrs. C. A. Seafield of Oakland, Cal., Thousands of the inhabitants were

is In Las Vegas for several weeks
t
visit with friends.
Mrs. G. F. Plew of Indiana is in Las
Vegas visiting her son, Dr. Clifford
Plew, for several weeks.
Shoemaker
M. A. Van Houten of
came in this afternoon for a few days'
business visit in Las Vegas.
left last
Attorney W. G. Haydon
will be
he
whore
Fe,
for
Santa
night
days.
several
on business for
evenG. A. Fleming ieft yesterday
was
busa
he
ing for Watrous where
time.
short
a
iness visitor for
J. E. Nygren and son of Rockford,
last night for
111., arived in Las Vegas
here.
visit
business
a few weeks
Q. Johnson returned last night
from Albuquerque, where he has been
on business for the past few days.
G. A. Hall and John Barton of
Trinidad came in last night and' win
be business visitors here for several
s

j

days.
L. C. Leonard, representative of the
Endicott Shoe company of St. Louis,

was a business visitor in Las Vegas
today.
General and Mrs. A. S. Brookes came
in this afternoon from their home at
Santa Fe for a few days' visit in Las
Vegas.
Sheriff Ramon Gallegos left this
morning for his ranch at San Jose,
where he will be on business for several days.
J. C. McLemore, manager of the
Sunshine creamery at Albuquerque,
came in last night for a few days' business visit in Las Vegas.
Jake Stern, a member of the firm
of Stern and Nahm, left last night for
the east where he will purchase fall
stock for his company.
Miss A. A. Woodbury of St. Paul,
Minn., arrived in Las Vegas yesterday evening and will remain for several weeks as a visitor.
W. C. Keim, representative of an
insurance company with headquarters
at Albuquerque, was a business vis
itor in Las Vegas today.
Carter of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter
in Las
arrived
Tex.,
Sweetwater,
Vegas last night and will remain here
for several days as visitors.
John Brunton returned last night
to his home at Shoemaker after hav
Ing been a business visitor in Las
Vegas for the past few days.
G. G. "Nieol, a Santa Fe official of
the western lines, was a business
visitor in Las Vegas today from his
headquarters at Albuquerque.
Mrs. J. P. Caldwell of San Jose,
Cal., arrived in Las Vegas yesterday
evening and will remain here for sevJohn E. Nygren, chief of the fire de
partment of Belolt, Wis., and his broth
er, C. A. Nygren, accompanied by Ray
mond Nygren, his son, are visitors in
the city for a short time.
eral days as a visitor with friends
M. L. McManus of Adair, la., arriv
ed in Las Vegas last night and will
remain in Las Vesas for several days.
He is looking after land interests in
this section of the state.
William Smith and J. O. Follmer
of Hazleton, la., came in last night
from their homes at that place and
will be visitors in Las Vegas for sev
eral days. They, are looking at land
in the vicinity of Las Vegas.
William
Springer left Jhis afternoon for Santa Fe, where he will remain, for several days. He will act
as manager for the local Elks baseball team and will make all preliminary arrangements for the game that
is to be played there Sunday.
Mrs. C. V. Prescott left yesterday
Prescott, who is in the United States
Lionel's work
gorvernment survey.
and service is very satsifactory to the
government officials; he has had only
one day's vacation in 12 months. Mrs.
Prescott will stop at Santa Fe and be
joined by Miss Aurora Lucero who
will 'accompany her to the survey's
' camp near Espanola.
BAKERY MUCH IMPROVED
The Las Vegas Battery has been
the scene of several improvements
these last few days and by Monday
will be turning out a style of bread

rendered homeless and extended

litlii

HUtl)

10 SEE

SLUR IN

IIUERTH

FARM LOANS EARN YOU 6

YOItK

UNHARMED AMID TROUBULOUS
TIMES IN MEXICO, FLEECED
IN METROPOLIS
New York, Aug. 8. After coming
out unscathed from ; Mexican plots
and revolutions in his dooryard, so
to speak, Ambassador; Wilson got off
wrong here.
The ambassador was the victim of
pickpockets, who took his wallet, containing $128, while the ambassador
was escorting two women friends to
a Long Island train in the Pennsylvania station yesterday.
News of Mr. Wilson's loss became
public when railroad detectives who
had received the ambassador's complaint had consulted with detectives
All perfrom police headquarters.
sons were reticent regarding the details, but it was said the ambassador
was not greatly concerned over the
incident. He had arrived from Washington in the afternoon, and after
luncheon with a party of friends, he
had undertaken to escort two women
in the party to the Long Island train.
the
A large crowd pressed about
gates and there was a scramble for
the train, during which the pickpockets were evidently at work.
It was not until after he had bidthat Mr. Wil
den his friends good-bson discovered his loss. There is no
intimation that the theft was the
work of anyone seeking secret papers
in the ambassador's possession, but
that it was simply an ordinary case
of pocket picking.
y

Sonora state congress haw been
smoothed over, according to a mes
sage received here today from General
Obregon, one of the constitutionalist
leaders.
Obregon said also that he had no
information regarding tne report that
Maytorena, after gaining the reins
of government, had reduced Acting
Governor Ygnacio Pesqueira to a sub
ordinate clerical position, instead of
making him commander in chief of
the
forces in northwestern Mexico.

I' Capital

ps

anti-Huert- a

Says de la Barra
New York, Aug. 8. Francisco de la
Barra, Mexican minister to France,
Carlos Pereya, Mexican minister to
No Complications,

Belgium; Luca de Palacio, second secretary of the Mexican legation at Paris, and Carlos Pita, attache of the
Mexican legation at Brussels, arrived
here today from Mexico on the steamship Morro Castle, op their way to
their posts abroad. They were met
at quarantine by Ricardo Huerta, son
of the povisional president.
Senator de la Barra said he would
leave for France on the first available
ship and would not visit Washington.
He said that he had not even seen the
newspaper accounts of the develop
ments that had arisen since the appointment of John Lind as special envoy to Mexico and therefore could not
discuss it
"I have great confidence," he added,
SCHAFER PROBABLE
"in both President Wilson and President Huerta. I am sure that the inHATCH FOR YOAKUM
telligence and spirit of fair play in
both countries will prevail and that
there will not be grown out of the
WANTING CHANCE AT
present situation anything akin to in- HAS BEEN
IRON MAN AND IS NOW TO
ternational complications."
BE GIVEN

MORE TEACHERS GET
CALL FOR BIDS
at
Sealed proposals will be received
the office of the county clerk of San
THEIR CERTIFICATES
Miguel county, New Mexico, at Las
Vegas, New Mexico, until 2:00 p. m.
FROM
September 20th, 1913, for the construe BATCH OF APPLICANTS
MORA AND SANTA FE COUN- tlon of a four-spabridge spans to
TIES ARE PASSED
be forty (40) feet each and the width
,

n

of the bridge to be sixteen feet in the
clear. Piers and abutments to be of
concrete.
Bids will be received on plans with
and without concrete floor.
The location of the bridge is at the
foot of Independence avenue, at the
crossing of the Rio Gallinas.
Plans and specifications may be
seen at the of flee of the aforesaid
county clerk or at the office of George
H. MorriBon, county engineer.
A bond in the sum of One Thousand
($1,000) Dollars, with two sufficient
sureties, residents of V.fi coiunty of
San Miguel, New Mexico, conditioned
for the faithful performance of the
conditions of the bid, must accompany
'
each bid.
It Is proposed that the said bridge
shall be completed prior to the first
day of April, A. D. 1914.
A satisfactory bond in the sum of
ten thousand dollars, with two sufficient sureties residents of the county
of San Miguel, New Mexico, or satis
of the saua
factory surety boi
amount, conditioned for the accurate
and fatnful performance of the conact for the building of said bridge,
will be required of the successful bid
der.
The bidders are invited to submit al
ternate plans for the consideration of
the Board of County Commissioners.
The Board of County Commissioners reserves the right to reject any
and all bld3.
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMIS-- ,
SI ONERS OF THE COUNTY "OF
'

SAN MIGUEL,
;
By FIDEL ORTIZ,
'

Chairman.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerfk.
(Seal of Board). August 6th, A. D. 1913.

Attest;

;

.

s

far more sanitary and tasty than it
In 1915 the Washington, D. C, typohas been possible to obtain heretographical union will round out 100
fore.
years of existence. In celebration of
About the most important addition the centennial
it hopes to entertain
to the mechanical department of the in
that year the annual convention
establishment is that of a mechani- of the International
Typographical
cal dough mixer, by means of which union. This year's convention of the
the bread is mixed by electricity and International is soon to meet In Nashnot by hand. Steam baking ovens ville and next year, It is expected,
are also a new feature. These ovens the
organization will meet in Calgary.
are said to produce the finest possible
bread.
Pennsylvania has enacted a law re
Henry Monsimer has purchased a
half interest in the bakery and' he ducing the working hours of women
and William Beesch will conduct it from 60 to 54 hours a week, with not
The new bread will be more than ten hours a day. No fehereafter.
on sale at leading groceries and will male under 21 years of age ia peralso be retailed at the bakery. The mitted to work in a manufacturing
establishment all night.
first of it will be t)n sale Monday.

IT HERE

Harry (Kid) Shafer of Albuquerque
will probably be secured by Charles
'
for Wintern
O'Malley to substitute
bout that was
in the Winte'rs-Yoakuscheduled to be fought in this city on
August 18. O'Malley today wired
Shafer at Albuquerque but late this
afternoon had received no answer.
Information from Albuquerque says
that Shafer 'is anxious to meet Yoa
kum. The bout if arranged wilj Jikeljr
be a fast gd as the two 'boys are eVerr
ly matched and are both first class
fighters. The Albuquerque fans are
of the opinion that Shafer is the one
man who can humble Yoakum and the
bout will probably draw a good aggre
gation fjrom the Duke City.
Yoakum will fight any man that
O'Malley can secure, according to his
own statement, and is anxious to meet
Shafer, who has been after a bout
with the Iron Man for some time.

Santa Fe, Aug. 8. Another lot of
teachers certificates were issued to
teachers in the various counties yes
terday by the state superintendent of
education.
Those composing the
latest additions to the teaching force
of the state were:
Mora County
JMiss Emila Salazar of Holman;
Agustln Vigil of Ledoux, third; Miss
Constance Fenton of Boulder, Col.,
second; Fidel Martinez of Penasco,
Mrs. Harriet Martinez
of Wagon
Mound, Bersabe Romera of Mora, Bernardo Trujillo of Mora, Miss Emma
"
Strong of Mora, Alfred Lucero of Cha- CLOSING DATES OF
con, third.
THE BASEBALL LEAGUE8
Santa Fe County
American Association, September
Louise S. Alarid, Belle M. Anaya, 29- Ada Bassett, Ethel Bassett, Enriquita
American league, October 5.
de Aguero, Julia de Aguero, Tibur-citAppalachian league, September 3.
Gonzales, Elvira Gonzales,
Canadian league, September 1.
Gonzales of Santa Fe, Ramon
Central Association, September 1.
Gonzales of Hdefonzo, Josefina Lopez
Central league, September 7.
of Santa Cruz, Francis Martinez of
Eastern Association, September 7.
Santa Fe, Santiago Martinez of
Empiret State league, August 12.
Manuel Montoya of Santa Fe,
Federal league, September 14.
William J. Morgan of Stanley, Lucln-d- a
Georgia-Alabam- a
league, August 9.
Ortiz of Santa Fe, Esther Quin-tan- a
International league, September 21.
of Santa Fe, Ramon Qulntana of
Kansas State league, August 13.
Santa .Fe, Ruby Roibal of Santa Fe,
Kitty league, September 1.
Lofencita Romero of Santa Fe,
Michigan State league, September
Rodriguez ot Santa Fe, Pedro 14.
F. Salazar of Chamita, Aanita Silva
National league, October 5.
of Santa Fe, Pedro Trujlllo of
Nebraska State league, Septemoer
Teofilo Vigil of Chimayo, El-

'

a

Chi-may-

Am-brosi-

Chi-may-

8.

vira Williams of Santa Fe, Rosie AlBrunswick-Main- e
league, Separid of San Pedro, third; Frances D. ;New
6.
tember
w ,i
Anaya of Santa Fe, second;' Isabel
New England league, September 13.
FeLouisfc
DockweilSanta
Chavez of
New York-NeJersey league, Sepler of Santa Fe, third Mrs. Perry
7.
tember
Ferguson of Stanley, first; Emma W.
New York Stale league, September
Charles H.
Gobel of Santa- 14.
Gooch of Santa Fe, Lillie Hammer of
North Carolina league, September 1.
Stanley, second; Lulu Grlck of Santa
Northern league, September 1.
Fe, first; Lucy E. Ortiz of Santa Fe,
Northwestern league, September 28.
third; Flossie Fanford, Sadie Pippin
Ohio State league, September 21.
of Santa Fe, second; Dorothy Safford
Pacific Coast league, October 26.
of Santa Fe, first; Amalia Sena of
South Atlantic league, September 1.
Santa Fe, third;, Juanlta Cecelia Sena
Southern league, September 7.
of Santa Fe, Mary Agnes Needham of
Southern
Michigan league,
Watrous, first.
7.
San Juan County
Texas league, September f.
Willie Allen of Farmington,- - third;
a
Grace C. Anderson of Farmington,
league, August 1.
Three-- I league, September 7.
first; Elizabeth Beaton of Aztec,
e
league, September 3.
third; Eva Colton of Aztec, third;
Union Association, September 17.
Amy I. Connelly of Griffith, second;
Olive E. Frazier Of Elco, Col., first.
Virginia State league, September 13
Insurance Report
Western Canada league, August SO.
The report of the examination of
Western league, October 5.
the California State Life Insurance
Western
league,
7.
company of Sacramento, Cal., made
for the states of California, New MexWisconsin-Illinoileague,
ico and Utah by Mr. LIneau of the
7.
New Mexico department, has been
filed.
Subscribe for The Optic.
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TRUST CO.
-

TKere is

113,000.00

reJly

a great deal of satisfaction
in knowing that yovi can
keep cool and comfortable
during the S vi m m e r
months by using some of
the convenient Electrical
Appliances.
The Electric Coffee Percolator enables you
to brew coffee quickly and easily, coffee that
retains all the exquisite, delicious aroma,
the savory taste and the real goodness of

the coffee bean.

Western League

at Omaha.
at Sioux City.
at St. Joseph.
at Dea Moines.

Denver
Lincoln
Wichita
Topeka

YESTERDAY'S

With the Electric Bread Toaster, appetizing
toast is conveniently prepared right on your
dining room table.
N

BASEBALL

National League
New York, 5;

At Cincinnati

cinnati, 2.
At St. Louis

Fan. the Electric Curling Iron,
the Electric Grill and many other handy
appliances will aid in making life really
worth living during the sultry summer
months.
The Electric

Cin-

St. Louis, 3; Brook-

lyn, 2.

'

At Pittsburgh

Bost-to-

Pittsburgh, 4;

:5a

3.

At Chicago

-

I

Philadal-phia-

5

Chicago,

2.

Las Vegas Light and
Power Company

,

-

'

'?'" American League
At Philadelphia Philadelphia, 7;
Cleveland, 3.
At New York New York, 5; Detroit, 1.
At Boston Boston, 9; St. Louis, 8.
At Washington Chicago, 11; Washington, 4.
--

Western League
At Des

Moines

Des

Moines,

7;

TWO UMPIRES FOB

WESTERN LEAGUERS

,

coln, 3.

;

STANDING GF THE CLUBS
National League
Won Lost

Club
New York

Philadelphia
Chicago

Pittsburgh
Brooklyn
Boston

.

Cincinnati .
St. Louis J- -

...

09
66
64
52
43
41
441
39

31
36
48
47
53
57
63
64

Pet.
.690
.625
.529
.525
.448
.418
.391
.379

American League
Club

Philadelphia
Cleveland
Washington Chicago

Pet.
.696

31
41
45
62

57
--

Boston Detroit
St. Louis
New York

Won Lost
71
64

...55
49
44
42

52

.33

65

62
67

.610
.559
.614
.485

.415
.386
.337

Western League
Club

Denver

.

Des Moines
Lincoln
St. Joseph -

Omaha .
Topeka
Sioux City
Wichita .

Won Lost
69
61
54
55
54
48
-- 47
41

-

39
45
62
63
55
57
60
68

Pet.
.639

.675
.509
.509
.495
.457
.439
.376

ROWING INTEREST GREAT
Boston, Aug. 8. The interest

of

rowing enthusiasts the .country over
centered today on the Charles River
Basin, where the national association
of amateur oarsmen began its annual
two days' regatta. Ninety-on- e
of the
best scullers and oarsmen of the United States) and Canada were entered
for the 13 events.
Subscribe for The Optic.
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Denver, 6.
At Omaha Topeka, 9; Omaha, 8.
At Sioux City Sioux City, 15;
PRESIDENT O'NEILL DECLARES
Wichita, 13.
HE WILL DOUBLE INDICATOR
At St. Joseph St. Joseph, 4; Lin
HANDLERS SOON

Texas-Oklahom-

Tri-Stat-

up-

AND ASK US ABOUT THEM

PEOPLES BANK

inte-

o

to you in handling; in sums of $5 o and
as the most convenient of investments.

as

NOTE

(Continued from Page One)

POCKET

Ntff

IN

REFUSES

The report contains quite a few
recommendations and also shows that
the company has been paying dividends to its stockholders from funds
realized out of the agents' commissions and the. department has notifl-sand without cost or trouble
the company that all funis now set
aside for this purpose must be rewell
wards; the safest
turned to the company's
surplus
where it belongs. The company is
take
also notified to Immediately
OOKE IN
steps to reduce their bank balances 3
where they are drawing little or no
interest and Invest them in good
rest-bearing
securities.
Corporation Dissolves
The N. A. N. Land and Cattle company of Dwyer, Grant county, today
filed with the state corporation commission a certificate of dissolution.
Grant County Cases Heard
The state board of equalization today is closing up the Chaves county
appealed tax cases, and this morning
listened to a lengthy and well preNational League
sented argument from L. O. Fullen,
who is representing the Roswell NaPhiladelphia at Chicago.
Boston at Pittsburgh.
tional banks. This afternoon the mat-- ,
New York at Cincinnati.
ter of appeals from Grant county will
Brooklyn at St Louis.
be taken up. Attorneys Walton and
Wilson of Silver City represent most
American League
of those appealing and the cases will
Chicago at Philadelphia.
accupy the better part of two days
Detroit at Boston.
in all probability. R. R. Ryan, actSt. Louis at New York.
Assessor
and
district
attorney,
ing
Cleveland at Washington.
James A. Shipley are here to look
after the county's interests.
American Association
The railroad cases have all been
Indianapolis, Aug. 8. First game:
presented, and the high priced legal
R.H.E.
lights of the various roads have all
left the city. They had spent hun- Minneapolis
.....1 6 4
4 S 1
dreds of dollars in preparing a host Indianapolis
Batteries:
Comstock and Smith;
of tax comparisons which will mane
interesting reading when printed. The Burk and Casey.
entire board is present and it was
Milwaukee at Columbus.
stated today that no decisions will
St. Paul at Toledo.
be announced until all appeals have
Kansas City at Louisville.
been submitted to the board.
(2
Minneapolis at Indianapolis
games.)

re-

lief measures will be necessary.

ItlLSON

ISO

FIVE

Chicago, Aug. 8. The double umpire system will be established in the
Western league this summer probab
ly before the middle of August if
"Tip" O'Neill Is able to find two additional Indicator handlers right away.
"I am hunting for two
umpires
now," President O'Neill told a reporter
in Chicago. "If anyone over the circuit knows of a good man just let
them know that my address is Thirty-fiftand Shields avenues, Chicago.
The double umpire system, in the
Western league will be a certainty as
soon as I am able to pick up two more
men for my staff."
The umpire proposition in the West
ern league this year has been a pretty
ticklish matter for the honorable "Tip"
to handle. The Eourke trouble in Den
ver ana me initiative ana reierenaum
call to Haskell has disturbed the staff
serenity from one corner of the circuit
to another.
Now O'Neill says he Is ready to give
the fans two umpires and he is scouting for good material not flyaway
field bosses men that can be depended upon in future Western league sea
sons.
"Tip" says he is working for the peo
ple who sit in the grandstands and
bleachers in the Western league.
"I have found that the fans want
two umpires," he said. "We are going to give it to them. It Is my plan
to use two men in every game with
the possible exception of Haskell 1
believe he will work better by himself. It will be only a short time, I
hope, before we have a man at the
plate and one on the bases at all of
the towns. There will be no room for
complaint from the fans or players
then."
When questioned concerning the
rumor that Topeka and Wichita would
be dropped from the loague to make

a place for two representative teams
in Federal league cities, President
O'Neill rammed his fingers through
his Caruso hair and pounded the arm
of hia chair (bang! Just like that.)
"Drop Topeka and Wichita?" he exclaimed. "I am surprised that such a
a rumor could be considered. The
Western league took In Topeka and
Wichita these two cities are' of substantial Western league class. It is
not up to the Western league to drop
Topeka and Wichita. It Is up to the
club owners of the two cities. If the
fans support the teams and the own
ers of the franchises hold their propertynothing in the world cap drop
Topeka and Wichita no, sir, these
cities will stick if they desire."

h

FIGHTS

FOR TONIGHT

"Gunboat" Smith b. Jim Flynn, 10
rounds at New York.
Sailor Petroskey vs. Bob McAllester,
20 rounds, at San Francisco.
Jack Dillon vs. George Ashe, 15
rounds at Winnipeg. :'
Kline vs." Tommy Buck, 10
, Patsy
rounds, at Rockaway Beach.
"

WELSH TO MEET RITCHIE
Vancouver, B. C, Aug. 8. The manager of Freddie Welsh, the English
lightweight champion, said today it
could be definitely stated that Welsh
would be Willie Ritchie's opponent
for the American championship fight
on Labor day. He said an agreement
with the promoter, with the exception of a minor detail or two had
been reached. A dispute 13 looked
for over the weight and the selection
of a referee.
Ritoide is undersRJod
to favor a Californian for the third
man In the ring, while the TTsIeIi
camp will probably insist ittpoa
Charles White of New Yorl.

:ol

Catcher rr.' It C'1 i,
U r ' r , a t
to the Detroit r
record at K" !iul
It ' r
he will return ti t'.j 1
t
i
close of the Sju U i 1
-b.

,
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Tf vnn sit In n
raft when 70U
are heated and get a stiff neck or
lame back, you will be looking for
P"something that will ease weSNOW
Fiv vnnr mini! rm T! AT.T.ARD'S
LINIMENT and don't be talked out of
it, because it is the best pain relieving
nn vwhere. Price
liniment, vftn ra.n
25c, 60c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.
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IUBSCRIBE NO
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AND

Get Your Boy or Girl a

o
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NOTICE.
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
crab has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernlakes
tta
of
Kroonlg'8
mosi
group of
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
person will be allowed rf hunt or
fish upon this property except mem- oers of tho club, and all persons go
ing there must be prepared, to show
a membership card In this organizaOtherwise they will be arrest
tion.
ed for trespassing. '
THE LA JARA HUNTING
AND FISHING CLUB.

o
o

E.

TROUBLE STARTS
is tii cause of many

o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

OLD SUBSCRIBERS
as well as new may take advantage
this proposition, but all subscriptions
must be paid up to date before credit
subscripwill be allowed on
tions.
Cut out this coupon, write in your
name and address and the name of the
boy or girl to whom you want the
given and send it in to the OPTIC.
GO-CYCL-

oo
o

E

Go-Cyc- le

o
o
o
o
o
oC)

o
o
o
o
o

of

Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for tyZ:Z for which I agree
to pay In advance $
Name.
Address
Go-Cyc-

le

to be

given absolutely free to

he

Dentist
Dental work of any description

)

136
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KNIGHTS

176.
BEAUTY PARLORS FOR LADIES
918
rooms
at
Mrs. Little has opened
FOR RENT Five room cottage on
Lincoln Ave. for Face and Neck Mas
Mil. Phone Purple 5301.
sage. Only latest methods are em
5
m.
a.
10
to
p.
ployed. Hours from
m. No work done on Saturdays ex
Price 50c
cept by appointment.
at ladies' MADAME KARR Palmist, truthfully
work
made
for
Appointments
homes from 6:30 to 9:30 p. m.
advises on all affairs of life, warns
price $1.00
you of mistakes, accidents, divorces
and ho wto avoid them. Will tell

o
o

Vw

.

417

RENT Cheap, two four room
Professional Health Culture for Ladles FOR
on Eleventh street. Call 307
houses
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
or Phone Main 176.
Eleventh
Hair and Scalp
General Massage,
Manicure
Treatment, Facial Massage,
FOR RENT Cheap, seven room stone
i
Plaza Hotel
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call
m.
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p.
307 Eleventh street or Phone Main

o
x.

FOR RENT Furnished Cottage.
Eighth Street.

EAST BOUND
fourth
Tuesday evening of each
epart
Arrive
month Elks home on Ninth street
n
:10 p. m..... I:ll
No.
2..
broth-ersarand Douglas avenue. Visiting
11:06
p.
.11:05
m.....
No.
p.
4..
cordially invited. Gov. Wm.
2:18 a.
.
2:05 a. m
J Mills, Bxalted Ruler; D. W. Con- No. 8.. . 1:45
2:1
m
p.
No 10..
don, Secretary.
OF

COLUMBUS,

CiSlscellancoua

WEST BOUND

COUNNo.

1 .

.

.

1:20 p. m

1:41

m

i.

Meets second and
6:1 a. m
No.
8... . 6:10 a. m
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
No.
7.., . 4:20 p. m...., 4:30 p. m
Visiting memPioneer building.
7:00 p. w
.. . 6:35 p. m
No.
bers are cordially Invited. Richard
Devine. G. K.; Frank AngeL T. 8.
The daughter of A. Mitchell, BagSECUR
AND
OF
LADIES
Ky., had a bad case of kidney
dad,
KNIGHTS
and they feared her health
trouble
W
in
Meets
2390
No.
ITY Council
was permanently impaired. Mr. Mitch0. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first ell says, vShe was in terrible shape
and third Mondays of each month but I got her to take Foley Kidney
is completely curat 3 p. m. Visiting Knights and La Pills and now shemore
liable to have
are
Women
ed."
O. L. Flers
dies always welcome.
men
and will find
than
trouble
kidney
man President; A. D. Tillman, Fin Foley Kidney Pills a safe dependable
ancier; Mrs. A. V.' Morrow, local and honest medicine, O. G. Schaefer
Store. Adv.
deputy, 908 jackeon avenne; Z. W, and Red Cross Drug
1011
Montague, assistant deputy,
Subscribe for The Optic.
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M
CIL NO. 804.

o
o
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For Rent

at,

moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

$ Optic i no, La. o
c

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. Ml
O. of B. B. Meet
every Aral

in'-'te- d

Different pieces of fur
niture. Inquire 1112 Douglas avenue.

,

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,
AMD

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

HER. MAN

429 GRAND AVE.

-

ui

Five

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Name ot hoy or girt

-

VfaMnar
'

Meets Becend aj
evenlns
Thursday
w. i) W; Hall. Vlsitiai
jBi
brothers cordially invited. Howard
J. ThornhilL
T. Davis, Dictator;
Secretary
O. MOOSE

I.

FOR SALE

you how to bring about a marriage
with the one of your choice. If blue
or despondent, wear my magic
charm; worn by people all over this
great continent. Will be in your
city five more days, located In tent
on Bridge street.
$100 REWARD $100

Where
Shall We
Go This
Summer?
Upon the correct answer to
this question will depend
much of the pleasure of your
outing. Why not avail yourself of the assistance of the
undersigned, one of the Santa Fe's summer tour specialists? His help will cost you
nothing, but you will find it
invaluable.

.

O
Q

mnnrlt

brothers cordially
Win. P. Mills.
H. S .Van Pettra, Secretary. J.

0.

fourth
monm

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month In the vestry
cents per line each Insertion.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
KNIGHTS T E M PLAB
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers art
ilar conclave sec.d Tue
No ad to occupy less space than two
MaInvited.
Isaac Appal
month
at
in
each
-'
cordially
day
JyAll advertisements
lines
charged
aonio Temple at 7:st p. m. u.
President. Charles Greenclay, Bee
will be booked at space actually set
KlnkeL B. C; Chaa. Tamme, Re- retary.
of
to
number
words
without regard
' carter.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO, I,' ROYIMeeta every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visl
AL ARCH MASON 8 Regular eon- to a
vocation first Monday in ing brethren cordially
N.
F. D. Fries,
tend.
G.; Gut
each month at Masonic
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood.
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
Secretary; Karl Werts. Treasureri
Sometimes the symptoms of kidney
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Blood, Secretary.
and hladder trouble are so plain that
no one can mistake them. Backache,
HANSFORD CHAPTER NO, 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
weak and lame back with soreness ov8. Meets first and third Fridays
Meet 1" the Forest Of Brotherly
er thfi Vidnevs. sham nalns. rheumat
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN S.
at Woodmen of the World
Love
m.
Masonic
in
7:30
at
Temple,
p.
ism, dull headache, and disturbed
halL on the second and fourti
Mrs. J. O Rutledje, Worthy Maa
trouble
of
indications
are
all
sleep,
Mondays of each month at 8 p.
that Foley Kidney Pills will' relieve
tron; Mm. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Fer-SalC. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle
quickly and permanently, lry tnem.
Uala Ilk.
Telephone
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local De
as
FOR SALE Store with a good
Adv.
Store
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
uty. Visiting memDera are espesorted stock of general merchanwolcome and cordially lnvlv
102
Monday night at
cially
every
dise in a nearby Mexican town. The
ATTORNEYS
ed.
C.
Hall, on Dougla avenue,at
,0. R.
best business town in the state.
8 o'clock.
Visiting mmhemi are
Goods will invoice about $3,000,.00,
HUNKER & HUNKER
J. C. Wertx,
welnoma
cordially
building with living rooms in conGeorge A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.
Buhler
T.
secretary;
president: J.
nection $1,200.00. Inability to attend
Attorneys-at-LaLOCAL TIME CARD
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
cause
of
to business is the
wanting
New Mexico
Las Vegas,
to sell. Address 119 Optic.
second and
B. P. O. ELKS Meet

o
o
o
o
o
o
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ADVEP

L.

Regular communication first and
third Thursday
in
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TISEMENTS

DENTISTS
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F. L

CHAPMAN

COLUMN
TOR CLASSIFIED

CAFE

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
A.

RATES

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOOD3 OBTAIN A RLE ALWAYS HANDLED

Will

ailments and disorders that make life
miserable.
Take Chamberlains laD
lets. keeD your bowels regular and
For
you will avoid these diseases.
sale by all dealers. Adv.

cJ

You can get the paper for $7.80 per
year paid in advance, and we present
you with a
GO-CYCL-

unw THE
fintiRtinatlon

OPTIC

75he

-

Bbe

Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon,
California, the Northwest
Adirondacks, the
Northern Lake Regions, or
the Atlantic Coast Resorts

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there Is at least
one drdaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that. Is Catarrh. - Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be
ing a constitutional disease requires a
Hall's Caconstitutional treatment.
tarrh Cure s taken Internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby
the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in Its
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of
Address F. J. CHENEY

& CO.,

Tol

edo, Ohio.
Sold by all druggists 75c.

Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv.

Complete information about summer fares and train service, etc.,
sent promptly, if you address

D.

I,

.

From Distilled WaterFree from Bacteria or Germs of any
Prtre Ice
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
.50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.
1200

Phone Main 227

--

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES
20c
25c
30c
40c

per
per
per
per
..50c per

or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 Iba., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs. Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,

100

-

lb-

100 lbs.
100 lb..
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vegan Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
J32EB2EES2EEI

Tales of "Honey and Tar" frorn West
and East
Wm. Lee, Paskenta, Calif., says, "It
gives universal satisfaction and I use
only Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for mjf children." E. C. Rhodes,
Middleton, Ga., writes, "I had a racking lagrippe cough and finally got relief taking Foley's Honey and Tar Compound' Use no other in your family
and refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

.0.

mm mm

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finder:
Classified ad search out the people to whom among at:
ho MIGHT BWY-- the
particular tnlag la worth most.
those
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST U) amM
hear w
who reads the ads. in tala awspaper and would aevar
,
here.
your property unless It were advertised

ts

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper waat
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machlaan
i
and furniture, articles of taefulness of any sort, and musical

strument.

BATCIIELOR
Agent

CRYSTAL IQE

i

Chicago,

this summer?

Ti?.:'ii.i

Gr

v

u.

Las Vegas, N. M.

S in 2A

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buye:s, of all
lble sorts of thises, they have come to be finders of the best
keta.

h

r
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traineTTTerself to get the advantage
over people and keep it or else know
me reason wny.
very well, do as you please, of
course, but you bite your own nose off.
Let me see your references."
The girl was ready for this.
"I am sorry, but I cannot
give you
any. I have lived only in one house,
where I had entire charge of the table
and dining room, and that home was
nroKen up when the people went
abroad three years aeo. I could hnw
you letters written by the mlatres nf
that home if I had my trunk here, but
it is in another city, and I do nnt
know when I shall be able to send for

Grace Livitvisfoariill Lufz
"DAWfl Of JHC MORNING " ETC.

ILLUSTRATIONS

.

7tvi

6jr

WAfT

it."
name on one of the stores aaTielug of

8YN0PSIS.

world-wid-

reputation.
Well for her that she was an experiCHAPTER I Tyron Dunham, Just enced shopper. She went
straight to
lighted from a train. Is approached by
a beautiful girl who asks his protection. the millinery department and arranged
She is in fcur of pursuit, but declines to to have the hat boxed and sent to the
give the cause of her distress. Dunham address Dunham had
takes her to his home and. In the abgiven her.
sence of his mother and slstor, borrows
It had cost lees to express the hat
a hat and cloak for her.
than she had feared, yet her stock of
CHAPTER II He takes her to a dinwas woefully small. Some kind
ner party at the home of a friend and money
Mary Remington. Her of a dres she must have, and a wrap,
gives her name as as
a girl of refinement that she might be disguised, but what
actions stamp her
.and breeding.,
could she buy and yet have something
left for food? Lifting her eyes, she
saw a sign over a table "Linene
Skirts, 75 cents and $1.00."
(Continued from Yesterday)
Here was a ray of hope. She turned
eagerly to examine them. Piles of
comber skirts, blue and black and tan.
CHAPTER V.
They were stout and coarse and scant,
not of the latest cut, but what mat;.nd
with
the
awful
moment
Beginning
tered it? She decided on a seventy-''ivwhen she first realized her da
cent black one.
ithe necessity for immediate flight, she
Growing wise with experience, she
lived over every perilous instant, her
inerves straining;, her breath bated as discovered that she could get. a black
If she were experiencing It all once sateen shirtwaist for fifty cents. Rubbers and a cotton umbrella took anmore. The horror of it! Her own other dollar and a half. She must save
hopeless, helpless condition! But final- j at least a dollar to send back the suit
ly, because her trouble was new and case Dy express.
;her body and mind, though worn with
A bargain-tabl- e
of odds and ends of
xcitement, were healthy and young, woollen jackets, golf vests, and old
she sank into a deep sleep, without fashioned blouse
sweaters, selling off
having decided at all what she should at a dollar apiece, solved the probido.
lem of a wrap. She selected a dark
At last she woke from a terrible blouse, of an ugly,
purply blue, but
dream, in which the hand of her pur- thick and warm. Then with her presuer was upon her, and her preserver cious
packages she asked a pleasant-facewas in the dark distance. With that
saleswoman if there were any
ietrange insistence which torments the ;;lpce near where she could slip on a
victim of such dreams, she was obliged walking skirt she had Just
bought to
to lie still and imagine it out, again save her other skirt from the
muddy
and again, until the face and voice of Htreets. She was ushered Into a little
the young man grew very real in the fitting-roonear by.
darkness, and she longed inexpressibly
d
Rapidly she slipped off her fine,
ifor the comfort of his presence once
cloth garments, and put on the
more.
stiff sateen waist
At length she shook off the pursuing black skirt. Then and the coarse
she surveyed herherand
roused
thoughts
deliberately
self, and was not ill pleased. There
self to plan her future.
was a
lack
The first necessity, she decided, was She strikingout a of collar and belt.
sought
'to change her appearance so far as pinned it about herblack necktie and
waist, and then,
possible, so that if news of her escape, with a protesting frown, she delibwith full description, had been teleerately tore a strip from the edge, of
graphed, ehe might evade notice. To one of the fine
handker!that end, she arose in the early dawn- chiefs, and folded
it in about her neck
in a turn-ove- r
collar. The result was
tjuite startling and unfamiliar. The
gown, the hair, the hat, and the neat
collar gave her the look of a young
nurse-gir- l
or upper servant. On the
whole, the disguise could not have
been better. She added the blue woollen blouse, and felt certain that even
her most intimate friends would not
recognize her. She folded the rain
coat, and placed it smoothly in the
suitcase, then with dismay remembered that she had nothing in which
to put her own cloth
dress, save the
few inadequate paper wrappings that
had come about her simple purchases.
She folded the dress smoothly and laid
it in the suitcase, under the raincoat.
She sat down at a writing-desk- ,
in
the waiting room, and wrote: "1 an.
safe, and I thank you." Then she
paused an instant, and with nervous
haste wrote "Mary" underneath. She
opened the suitcase and pinned the paper to the lapel of the evening coat.
Just three dollars and sixty-sevecents
she had left in her pocketbook after
paying the expressage on the suitcase.
At her first waking, in the early gray
hours of the morning, she had looked
Here Was a Ray of Hope.
her predicament calmly in the face.
lng of a gray and misty morning, and She had gone carefully over her own
arranged her hair as she had never accomplishments. Her musical attainworn it before, in two braids and ments, which would
naturally have
wound closely about her head. She been the first thought, were out of the
pinned up her gown until it did not question. Her skill as a musician was
show below the long black coat, and eo great, and so well known by her
folded a white linen handkerchief enemy, that she would
probably be
about her throat over the delicate lace traced by it at once. The same arguand garniture of the modish waist ments were true if she were to at'Then she looked dubiously at the hat. tempt to take a position as teacher or
With a girl's instinct, her first governess, although she was thoroughthought was for her .borrowed lumage. ly competent to do so. A servant's
A fine mist was slanting down and place in some one's home was the
only
had fretted the window pane until thing possible that presented itself to
dull
there was nothing visible but
gray her mind. She could not cook, nor do
shadows of the world that flew mo- general housework, but she thought
notonously by. With sudden remem- she could fill the place of waitress.
With a brave face, but a shrinking
brance, she opened the suitcase and
'took out the folded black hat, shook heart, she stepped into a drug store
It into shape, and put it on. It was and looked- up in the
directory the admannish, of course, but girls often dresses of several
employment
jwore such hats.
agencies.
in
As she surveyed herself
the long
mirror of her door, the elow color stole
CHAPTER VI. '
into her cheeks. Yet the costume was
It was half past eleven when she
jnot unbecoming, nor unusual. She
looked like a simple school girl, or a stepped into the first
agency on her
young business woman going to her list, and business was in full tide.
, day's work.
While she Btood shrinking by the
But she looked at the fashionable door the eyes of a dozen women fasproportions of the other hat with some- tened upon her, each with keen
thing like alarm. How could she pro- scrutiny. ,The sensitive color stole inject It? She did not for a moment to her delicate cheeks. As the prothink of abandoning it, for It was her prietress of the office began to quesearnest desire to return it at once, tion her, she' felt her courage failing.
"You wish a position?" The woman
unharmed, to Its kind purloiner.
She summoned the newsboy and pur- had a nose like a hawk, and
eyes that
chased three thick newspapers. From held no sympathy. "What do you
she
with
few
the aid of a
(these,
want? General housework?"
pins,
made a large package of the hat. She ' "I should like a position as waitdecided to go bareheaded, and put the ress." Her voice was low and
sounded
white kid gloves in the suitcase, but frightened to herself.
;She took off her beautiful rings, and
The hawk nose went up contemptuhid them safely Inside her dress.
ously.
lShe sacrificed one of her precious
"Better take general housework.
quarters to get rid of the attentive por-ito- There are too many waitresses aland started off with a brisk step
down the long platform to the station. ready."
"I understand the work of a waitShe followed a group of people into a
but I never have done general
ress,
car, which presently brought her into housework," ehe answered
with the
the neighborhood of the large stores, voice of
a gentlewoman, which some--oii- r
as she had hoped it would. It was
angered the hawkwho. had
with rel!e that she. recognizee the
e
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silk-line-

hem-stitche- d
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wo references!"
screamed the
hawk, then raising her voice, although
it was utterly unnecessary: "Ladies
here is a girl who has no references.
Do any of you want to venture?" The
contemptuous laugh that followed had
the effect of a warning to every wom
an in rne room. And this girl scorns
general housework, and presumes to

dictate for a place as waitress," went
on the hawk.
i want a waitress badlv." said a
troubled woman in a subdued whisper,
out t really wouldn't dare take a girl
wnuout reierences. sne might be a
thief, you know, and then really, she
noeen t look e if she was used to
houses like mine. I must have a neat,
stylish-lookingirl. No
waitress nowadays would go out in the
street dressed like that"
All the eyes in the room seemed boring through the poor girl as she stood
trembling, humiliated, her cheeks burning, while horrified tears demanded
to be let up into her eyes. She held
her dainty head proudly, 'and turned
away with dignity.
"However, if you care to try," called
out the hawk; "you can register at the
desk and leave two dollars, and If in
the meantime you can think of anybody who'll give us a reference, we'll
look it up. But we never guarantee
girls without references."
The tears were too near the surface now for her even to acknowledge
this information flung at her in an unpleasant voice. She went out of the
office, and immediately
surreptitiously two women hurried after her.
One was flabby, large and overdressed, with a pasty complexion and
eyes like a fish, in which was a. lack
of all moral senee. She hurried after
the girl and took her by the shouldei
just as she reached the top of the
stairs that led down into the street.
The other was a small, timid woman, with anxiety and indecision written
all over her, and a last year's Btreet
BUlt with the sleeves remodeled. When
she saw who had stopped the girl, she
lingered behind in the hall and pretended there was something wrong
with the braid on her skirt. While she
lingered she listened.
"Wait a minute, miss," said the
flashy woman. "You needn't feel bad
about having references. Everybody
isn't so particular. You come with
me, and I'll put you In the way of earning more than you can ever get as a
waitress. You weren't cut out for work,
anyway, with that face and voice. I've
been watching you. You were meant
for a lady. You need io be dressed
up, and you'll be a real "pretty girl"
As she talked, she had comeliearer,
and now ehe leaned over and whispered so that the timid woman, who
was beginning dimly to perceive what
manner of creature this other woman
was, could not hear.
But the girl stepped back with sudden energy and flashed eyes, shaking
off the beringed hand that had grasped
her shoulder.
"Don't you dare to speak to me!"
she said In a loud, clear voice. "Don't
You are a
you dare to touch me!
wicked woman! If you touch me
again, I will go in there and tell all
those women how you have insulted
me!"
"Oh, well, if you're a saint, starve!"
hissed the woman.
"I should rather starve ten thousand
times than take help from you," said
the girl, and her clear, horrified eyes
seemed to burn into the woman's evil
face. She turned and slid away, like
the wily old serpent that she was.
Down the stairs like lightning sped
the girl, her hoad up in pride and
horror, her eyes still flashing. And
down the stairs after her sped the lit- '
panting and
tie, anxious woman,
to keep her in
determined
breathless,
sight till she could decide whether it
was safe to take a girl without a character yet who had just shown a bit
of her character unaware.
Two blocks from the employment office the girl paused, to realize that she
was walking blindly, without any des-- '
filiation.
She was trembling so with
terror that she was not sure whether
she had the courage to enter another
office, and a long vista of undreamedof fears arose in her imagination.
The little woman paused, too, eyeing the girl cautiously, then began in
i
an eager voice:
"I've been following you."
The girl started nervously, a cold
chill of fear coming over her. Was
this a woman detective?
"I heard what that awful woman
said to you, and I saw how you acted.
You must be a good girl, or you
vouldn't have talked to her that way.
I
suppose I'm doing a dangerous thing,
but I can't help it. I believe you're
all right, and I'm going to try you, if
you'll take general housawork. I need
somebody right away, for I'm going
to have a dinner party tomorrow
night, and my girl left me this morn-

t wouldn't Kaernouu

I neverdTd it, and
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ing."

The kind tone in the midst of her
troubles brought tears to the girl's
eyes.
"Oh,

thank you!" Bhe said as she
brushed the tears away. "I'm a
stranger here, and I have never before been among strangers this way.
I'd like to come and work for you, but
I couldn't do gejjeral houseworks !rn

and" every"

other Thursday
i.;it, and her uniforms furnished.
know how.
The next morning Mr. Hart gave
"I could help you with your dinner
dollar-bil- l
and told her that he
party," she went on. "That Is, I know Jifr a
all about eetting the tables and arrang- i preciated the help she had given
uim, and wanted to pay her someing the flowers and favors. I could
thing for it.
She thanked him graciously and
took the money with a kind of awe.
Uer first earnings!
It seemed so
to think that she had really
rV I strange
earned some money, she who had al1
ways had all she wanted without lifting a finger.
She went to a store and bought a
and a few little things that
t
she felt were necessities, with a
straw telescope in which to put
them. ThuB, with her modest baggage,
she entered the home of Mrs. Rhine-hare- ,
and ascended to a tiny room on
the fourth floor, in which were a cot
and a washstand, a cracked mirror,
one chair, and one window.
sure.

"You See

I

Have This Particular
pany Coming."

Com-

too I've done
paint the place-cardit many a time. And I could wait on
the table. But I couldn't cook even an
oyster."
said the little
"Oh,
She
woman, her eyes brightening.
caught at the word as though she had
described a new star in the firmament.
"I wish I could have them. They cost
so much to buy. I might have my
washerwoman come and help with the
cooking. She cooks pretty well, and I
could help her beforehand, but she
couldn't wait on table, to save her
life. I wonder if you know much about
menus. Could you help me fix out the
courses and say what you think I
ought to have, or don't you know
about that? You see, I have this very
particular company coming, and I
want to have things nice. I don't
know them very well. My husband
s,

place-cards-

!'

has business relations with them and
wants them invited, and of all times
for Betty to leave this was the worst!'
She had unconsciously fallen into s
tone of equality with the strange gtrl.
"I should like to help you," said the
girl, "but I must find somewhere to
stay before night, and if I find a place
I must take it. I just came to the
city this morning, and have nowhere
to stay overnight."
The troubled look flitted across the
woman's face for a moment, but her
desire got the better of her.
"I suppose my husband would think
I was crazy to do it," she said aloud.
"but I just can't help trusting you.
Suppose you come and stay with me
today and tomorrow, and help me out
with this dinner party, and you can
stay overnight at my house and sleep
in the cook's room. If I like ypur
recommendation
work, I'! ive you
a"s waitress.
You can't get a go5(l
place anywhere without it, not from
the offices, I'm sure. A recommendation ought to be worth a couple of
day's work to you. I'd pay you something besides, but I really can't afford
it, for the washerwoman charges a
dollar and a half a day when she goes
out to cook; but if you get your board
and lodging and a- - reference, that
ought to pay you."
"You are very kind," said the girl.
"I shall ha glad to do that."
And so they got Into a car and were
whirled away into a pretty suburb.
The woman, whosei name was Mrs.
Hart, lived in a common little house
filled with imitation oriental russ and
cheap furniture.
The two went to work at once,
bringing order out of the confusion
that reigned in the tiny kitchen. In
the afternoon the would-bwaitress
sat down with a box of water-color- s
to paint dinner-cards- ,
and as her skilful brush brought into being dainty
landscapes, lovely flowers, and little
brown birds, she pondered the strangeness of her lot.
The table the next night was laid
with exquisite care, the scant supply
of flowers having been used to best
advantage, and everything showing
the touch of a skilled hand. The long
hours that Mrs. Hart had spent puckering her brow over the household department of fashion magazines helped
her to recognize the fact that in her
new maid she had what she was pleased to call "the real thing."
She sighed regretfully when the
guest of honor, Mrs. Rhinehart, spoke
of the deftness and pleasant appearance of her hostess's waitress.
"Yes," Mrs. Hart said, swelling with
pride, "she is a treasure. I only wish

Three days later Tyron Dunham ea
tered the office of Judge Blackweil by
appointment. After the business was
completed the Judge said with a
smile. "Well, our mystery is solved
The little girl is all safe. She tele
phoned me just after you had left the
other day, and sent her maid after her
hat. It Becms that while she stood
by the window, looking down into the
street, she saw an automobile contain
ing some of her friends. It stopped
at the next building. Being desirous
of speaking with a girl friend who was
seated in the auto, she hurried out to
the elevator, honing to catch them,
The elevator boy who took her down
stairs went off duty Immediately,
which accounts for our not finding any
trace of her, and he was kept at home
The
by illness the next morning.
young woman caught her friends, and
they insisted that she should get in
and ride to the station with one of
them who was leaving the city at
once. They loaned her a veil and a
wrap, and promised to bring her right
back for her papers and other posses
sions, but the train was late, and
when they returned the building was
closed. The two men who called for
her were her brother and a friend of
his, it seems. I must say they were
not so attractive aa she is. However,
the myBtery li solved, and I got well
laughed at by my wife for my fears.'
But the young man was puzzling
how this all could be if the hat belonged to the girl he knew to "Mary."
When he left the Judge's office, he
went to his club, determined to have
a little quiet for thinking it over. He
was annoyed when the office-boappeared to tell htm there were some
packages awaiting him In the office.
"Bring them to me here, Henry."
The boy hustled away, and soon
s
came back, bearing two
one of them In a orate and the heavy
leather suit-casWith a start of surprise, Dunham
sat up in his comfortable chair.
"Say, Henry, those things ought not
to come in here." He glanced anxiously about, and was relieved to find that
there was only one old gentleman In
the room, and that he was asleep.
"Suppose we go up to a private room
.

hat-boxe-

"She's going to get married, I supThey all do when they're good,"
sympathized the guest.
"No, but she simply won't do cooking, and I really haven't work enough
for two servants in this little house."
The guest sat up and took notice.
"You don't mean to tell me that you
are letting a girl like that slip through
your fingers? I wish I had' known
about her. I have epent three dayB in
intelligence offices. Is there' any
chance for me, do you think?"
Then did the little woman prove
that she should have had an e in her
name, for she burst Into a most voluble account of the virtues of her new
maid, until the other woman was ready
to hire her on the spot. The result of
it all was that "Mary" was summoned
to an interview with Rhinehart In the
and engaged at four doldining-rootn- ,
lars a wekJJE!llLIIZjet.fZ EilMaS
pose.
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I could keep her."

But was t litre no word from
way," Mother. I m sure you'!! he
the beautiful stranger? He searched to hear that Judge liiackwell ha.i
through the wrappings, made me a most generous oSer oi
hurriedly
pulled out the hat quite unceremoni- business relations, and that I have da
ously, and turned the box upside down, elded to accept it."
but nothing else could be found.
Amid the exclamations of deligM
Then he went at the suit case. Yes, over this bit of news, th tat was
He took it
there was the rain-coafor a time, and when tha
out triumphantly, for now his mother forgotten
mother and sister finally reverted to it
was
could say nothing, and, moreover,
to discuss how it coulj
and
not his trust in the fair stranger jus- have began on the closet
shelf, hfl
tified? He had done well to believe broke gotten
in upon their questions with 4
in her. He began to take out the othei
suggestion.
garments, ..curious to see what had
"I should advise, Mother, that yon
been there for her use.
make a thorough search for your rain-coa- t
A long, golden brown hair nestling
I am sure now that you must
on the collar of the bathrobe gleamed
overlooked
have
it Such things often
in a chance ray of sunlight. He looked
We were so excited tha
happen.
at it reverently, and laid the garment
Cornelia missed the hat that
down carefully, that it might not be morning no one looked
I suppose
thoroughly.
he
disturbed. As he lifted the coat,
"But that Is impossible, Tryon," said
saw the little note pinned to the lapel,
his mother, with dignity. "I had that
and seized it eagerly. Surely this closet
searched most carefully."
would tell something!
"Nevertheless,
Mother, please me by
the
But no, there was only
message
closet is dark, and
That
looking
again.
that she had arrived safely, and hei I would suggest a light."
thanks. Stay, she had signed hei
beat a hasty retreat, for he did
name "Mary." She had told him he notHecare
to be present at the finding
Could
be
her
it
call
that
that
might
rain-coaof
the
it was her real name, and that she
"There is something strange about
had meant to trust him with so much
this," said Mrs. Dunham, as with ruS
of her true story?
fled dignity she emerged from the hall
He pondered the delicate writing oi
her lost rain-coa- t
at
closet,
the note, thinking how like her it arm's holding"You don't
length.
suppose youi
seemed, then he put the note in an in brother could be
playing some kind
ner pocket and thoughtfully lifted out
of a Joke on us, do you, Cornie? 1
was
clothes.
then
that
It
the evening
never did understand jokes."
he touched the silken lined cloth oi
"Of course not," said practical Cor
her dress, and he drew back almpst
with a sniff. "It's my opinion
as if he had ventured roughly upon nelia,Norah knows all
about the mat
that
h
something sacred. Startled, awed,
and
has
been
ter,
Tryon
helping hei
looked upon It, and then with gentle
out with a few suggestions."
laid
his
and
it
lifted
it
upon
fingers
"Now, Cornelia, what do you meaa
knee.
that? You surely don't suppos
by
Gradually, as he looked, the gowr
brother would try to deceive us
your
told its own story, as she had thought
and sister?"
it would: how she had been obliged his"Imother
didn't say that. Mother," answer
to put on a disguise, and this was the
ed Cornelia, with her head in the airj
only way to hide her own dress.
rain-coa- t
back, cut
With a sigh, he carefully folded up "You've got your
better
the rest of you
watch
the cloth gown, wrapped It in folds oi you'd
wardrobe. I don't intend to let Noralf
tissue paper from the empty hat-bohave free range la my room anj
.
and placed it in his
Then
he transferred the hat to Its original more."
box, rang the bell, and ordered the
boy to care for the box and suit-easj
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
until he called for them.
During the afternoon he took ocCostly Treatment
casion to run into the Judge's privatt
"I was troubled with constipation
office about soma unimportant detail
of the business they were transacting and indigestion and spent hundreds of
dollars for medicine and treatment,"
and as he was leaving he said:
writes C. H.
of Whitlow, Ark.
"By the way, Judge, who was youi "I went to a Hines,
St. Louis hospital, also
woman
who gave you such i to a
young
hospital in New Orleans, but no
fright by her sudden disappearance) cure was effected. On returning home
You never told me her name. Is she I began taking Chamberlain's Tablets,
one of my acquaintances, I wonder?" and worked right along. I used them
"Oh, her name is Mary Weston," for some time and am now all right."
said the Judge, smiling. "I don't be- Sold by all dealers. Adv.
lieve you know her, for she was from
California, and was visiting here only LARGEST SHIPMENT OF CATTLE
New Orleans, Aug. 8. Arrange
for a few days. She sailed for Europe
ments are being made to handle the
the next day."
That closed the incident, and, so largest shipment of cattle ever
far as the mystery was concerned, brought to this, and probably to any
only added perplexity to it.
American po.rt. The first ship load
Dunham purposely remained down
of a movement of 93,000 h?ad will
town, merely having a clerk telephone
home for him that he had gone out of dock here tomorrow from Tampico.
the city and would not be home until Mexico. Forced by the continuance
late, so they need not wait up. He of the insurrections in the southern
did this because he did not wish to republic, the owners are going to thin
have bis mother or his sister ask him vast expense as the only means ot
any more questions about the missing saving any portion of their property.
hat and coat. Then he took a twenty-mil- e While
the shipment is being made in
trolley ride Into the suburbs and
back, tg make good his word that he the name of the Corralitos Ranch
company, an English concern. It is
had gone but of iownT
A little after midnight be arrived at understood' that ' General Luis Ter- the
secured nls suit-casrazas, Enrique C. Creel and other
and the hat-boand took a cab to his Mexican cattle owners are sending
home. He left the vehicle at the cor-le- out some of their cattle with this
the sound of it waken his mother movement. Thirty-on- o
hundred stock
;
or sister."
to carry the
He let himself silently into the cars will be required
to the va
New
Orleans
from
cattle
house with his latch-key- ,
and tiptoed up to his room. The light was rious ranches to which they hava
In been assigned.
burning low. He put the hat-bothe farthest corner of his closet, then
he took out the rain-coaand, slipping
off his shoes, went softly down to the
hall closet
W u 1 1
In utter darkness he felt around and S i.
f
finally hung the coat on a hook under
another long cloak, then gently released the hanging loop and let the
This
garment slip softly down in an inconspicuous heap on the floor. He stole
upstairs a3 guiltily as if he had been
a naughty boy stealing sugar. When
(
he reached his room, he turned up his
,
out
the
iight, and, pulling
'
surveyed it thoughtfully. This was a
problem which he had not yet been
able to solve. How should he dispose
FLOUR V:
of the hat so that it would be discovered in such a way as to cast no further suspicion upon the maid?
It s giving you f)
He took the hat out and held it on
a present for do- - l"
his hand, looking at it from different
1 ing
angles and trying to remember jusi
something H
how the girl had looked out at him
from under its drooping plumes. Then
you M do hfiy
with a sigh he laid it carefully In its
f
way when you
box again and went to bed.
I
leam how Much
The
clearer
morning
brought
thought, and when the summons to
Better
EMPRESS
breakfast pealed through the hall he
took the box boldly in his hand and
FLOUR rtclk Is.
descended to the dining-room- ,
where
Made by GER
he presented the hat to his astonished
sister.
MAN PROCESS
, "I am afraid I am the criminal, CorONE COUPON FROM
nelia," he said in his pleasanteist manner. "I'm sorry I can't explain just
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
how this thing got on my closet-shelFIVE
STAMPS
I must have put
it there myself
BRINGS YOU THE
through some unaccountable mix-up- .
SPGC.N
IT S
V
tt'3 too bad I couldn't Lave found It
V GENUINE WM.
before and so saved you a lot of worROGEPiS &
s
ry. But you are one hat the richer "cr
SONS'
A A
bill
I
for
the
it,
paid
yeslrr.lay. Pirns';
STANDARD
accept it with my components."
Cornelia exclaimed with delight over '
SILVER
j
the recovered hat
PLATE
xsxii now in me worm could it
I iuMw i if UW
got into your closet, Tryon? It was
F R E N C I! impossible. I left it in my room, 1
cr.CY(::r;.
know I did, for I spoke to Norah about
Li cor.
it before I left. How do you account
for it?"
cr
"Oh, I don't attempt to account for
It," he said, with a gay wave of his
c:
band. "I've been so taken up with
taincd in thU
other things this past week, I may
maid.

hat-box-

j

Let Himself Silently Into the House.
with them.

Take them out to the ele
vator, and I'll some In a moment."
"All right, sah."
"And say, Henry, suppose you re
move that crate from the box. Then
it won't be so heavy to carry."
"All right, sah. I'll be thah in jest a
minute."
The young man hurried out to the
elevator, and he and Henry made a
quick ascent to a, private roonl. He
gave the boy a round fee, and was left
in quiet to examine his property.
As he fumbled the strings of the
first box his heart beat wildly, and he
felt the blood mounting to his face,
Was he about to solve the mystery
which had surrounded the girl in
whom his interest had now grown so
deep that he could scarcely get her
out of his mind for a few minutes at
a time?
But the box was empty, save for
some crumpled white tissue-paper- .
He
took up the cover in perplexity and
saw his own name written by himself. Then he remembered. Thia was
the box he had sent down to the club
by the cabman, to get it out of his
way. He felt disappointed, and turned
quickly to the other box and cut the
cord. This time ho was rewarded by
seeing the great black hat, beautiful
and unhurt In spite of Its journey to
The day was saved, and
Chicago.
a1so the reputation of his mother's
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WOJiK BEGINS MONDAY
The stage and other fixtures of the TRAIN
I
TAKE
Lubin Motion Picture company were
placed on the grounds adjoining the
ELKS
FE
(
company studio yesterday afternoon
Light automobile lamps at 7:03 The first
work will take place Monday
o'clock this evening.
morning when Mr. Fielding's
first MANY BOOSTERS WILL ACCOMscenario to be written in Las Vegas
PANY TEAM AND OTHERS
Wear Madame Karr'a Hindoo magic
will- be staged.
WILL GO IN AUTOS
charm. It never fails. Adv.
The studio, and grounds Is one of

m.

LOCAL NEWS

TO'

w,

!

A shipment of the famous
Deli on and Crex" Grass
Rugs ust received.
The IDEAL SUMMER

T0SANTA

Fancy California Peaches
Fancy Colorado Peaches
Mexico
Peaches
New
Fancy

lOc PER POUND

the busiest places in the city now as
all settings are being placed In a per
manent position and require much at
tention.
Mr. Fielding has received a number
of Invitations from ranchers residing
near Las Vegas to visit their ranches
and it Is expected that several pictures will be taken at these places.
In fact every; resident near Las Vegas
extends the glad hand to, this company and It Is expected that little difficulty will be experienced as to making arangements for the taking of
pictures on private property.
Scenic Artist Hull has
made ar
rangements to paint a number of
standing scenes for the first play as
soon as Mr. Fielding has written the
article to be produced.

One on your porch
will make you a Summer
HOME.

Rug.

The Elks' baseball team that is
scheduled to play in Santa Fe next
One on your bed room
Sunday afternoon will leave Las Ve
G. M. Cary is reported to be Im
gas tomorrow afternoon on train No.
will lend it an out door
1 Instead of train No. 7, as was an
proving today from his serious
Mr. Cary has scarlet fever.
nounced yesterday. This change was
atmosphere.
$1.75 Per Box
$1.50 Per Box
$1.25 Per Box
made so that the boys will arrive in
Santa Fe In ample time to attend the
2,000 sheets McKinley edition popu
lar standard music at 5c from low
big reception that Is to be given .thers
on. Romero Book Store. Plaza. Adv
tomorrow night.
Brilliant preparations
2 Pounds for 25c, 65c Per Basket
are being
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Strass today
made
the
Santa
Fe
Elks
by
for the
Small Baskets Assd. Fruit 30c
3 Pounds Native Plums 25c
were the receivers of congratulations
entertainment of the Las Vegans who
tendered them on the sixteenth anni
will visit the Capital and it Is expect
ed tnat a jolly good time will be
versary of their wedding.
COMPLETE FURNISHERS OF THE HOME"
shown them. On account of business,
Medium 10c Each
Small 4 for 25c
Large 2 for 25c
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
.Tudge D. J. Leahy will not accompany
In wood.
Direct from the distillery
the team as manager but William
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Springer will act In that capacity.
Adv
Mr. Springer left this afternoon for
the Ancient City and will have made
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Lewis,
all the preparations by tomorrow night
Jefferson Raynolds, President.
a daughter, on August 7. The little NO INTERVENTION
AS
The
local team are confident of vic
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
1
girl weighed seven pounds and the
tory. A number of the members of
'
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
father today Is as proud as a large- YET SAYS WILLSON the team have been practicing this
sized peacock.
week to foe Teady for the contest at
the Capitol City Sunday. The local
The traffic bound to; the Harvey HEAD
Elks who will make the trip number
OF STATE MILITARY INS
ranch tomorrow will be the heaviest
about 15 today and several more are
TUTE DOES NOT ANTICIPATE
this season, according to information
ARMED CONFLICT
expected to make the trip. Several
received this morning. Over 30 peo
automobiles will leave Las Vegas tople are expected to make the trip toColonel James W. Willson, superin morrow morning while several others
morrow morning.
tendent of the New Mexico Military will not leave until Saturday evening
institute at Roswell, accompanied by or Sunday morning. A number of
The tickets for the lecture that is his
OF LAS VEGAS. N. V!
. . ....
wife, arrived in Las Vegas last people will also make the trip by rail.
to be given next Monday night at
and left this afternoon for Den
night
the Duncan opera house for the bene
ver, where they will remain for sev
fit of the Las Vegas hospital were
eral weeks. Colonel Willson Is the TWO EAOS DROWNED
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Hkohi'i 535,000
placed on sale today at the E. G.
commander of the Knights
grand
Murphey drug store. A heavy sale is Templar of New Mexico
and is on
IN PtCOS AT RIEERIA
expected as this lecture will be one his way to Denver to
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Acthe
represent
of the best ever given in Las Vegas.
Sir Knights of this state at the big
commodation Within the Scope of Good Barikicji.
convention that is to be held there PERFECTO
AND
SE- FILVION
The car of animals that were sched- next week.
GURA DIE WHILE BATHING
uled to pass through Las Vegas at
Colonel Willson has been superin
IN MOUNTAIN STREAM
noon today passed through at 10:30
Interest Paid! on TSmo SJepasiia
tendent of the New Mexico Military
o'clock this morning. The animals In institute for the
15
years and
past
Word reached here today through
the car consisted of one elephant and is a
prominent man in military and Simon Bacharach of the
two camels. "The other animals that
drowning at
educational circles of the southwest. Ribera
of Perfecto SeWednesday
were supposed to be with these made
Colonel Willson stated this aftergura, aged 13, and Fllamon Segura,
no appearance. A number of Las Ve- noon
that his school was rapidly at12.
The lads went In bathing
aged
went
to
the Santa Fe depot this taining the best standard ever known
gans
in the Pecos river and presumably
$1,050 FULLY EfJillPPFO AT YOUR 00!
noon with the expectation of seeing In a
military Institute and that in a got into a deep hole.
were
They
the car and were disappointed to find few
years he expected to see that in
at, uic lime; tiuu UU UUtJ KUOWS
that the train carrying the brutes had .....
88 XCa SeC0Da Dest
exactly how the accident occurred,
passed through early this morning.
United States.
Their parents Jesus
In regard to the present conditions
jRegino Segura became Rnxlou8
An argument started this week by in Mexico the colonel
stated that he
a local citizen in regard to the right was of the' opinion that the United the ad8 faied to return anfl
that rural mail carriers have over States would not intervene. "Condi- the river to look for them. They saw
the average pedestrian on the public tions are so now that intervention nothing of the boys, though their
clothing was found and a searching
roads brought to light the fact this would not be profitable," said
he, "and
was organized.
morning that rural carriers have no I do not think that any action will party
a search that lusted until 6
After
more right to take all the road in a be taken by the United States for
afternoon the
case of passing another vehicle than several months." Colonel Willson o clock yesterday
any other person. It seems that a stated that although he was employed bodies of the boys were found widely
separated- some miles below the place
local business man while on a fish- to make soldiers that he was
greatly of the accident. Searchers had to
ing trip was met on the road by one Interested in the Mexico situation and
dive for the bodies to bring them to
of these carriers and that the carrier that should any
Telephone or call and we'will have our demon-itrato- r
graduate of Els Insti
refused to give any part of the road tution be engaged in any conflict the surface.
The town of Ribera is plunged in
Disappointment is
show you
for him to pass. Postmaster F. O. ther& that the school would be sure
sorrow over the tragedy as the vicBlood this morning announced that a to be credited.
During their short
impossible when you
carrier has no specified right to do stay here Colonel and Mrs. Wilson tims were sons of well known men
Las
Co
and were themselves well liked. Both
as the postal law contains no met a number of their
this
in
fact
friends,
buy at out store. For
were
aclikely young fellows and the
statement that rural carriers have they spent the entire time
Phune Main 344.
renewing cident doubtless cut short twd
Whalen, & Fowler Prtps
useful
the
of
all
no
but
old
right
roads,
person
acquaintances.
who can be disap
lives.'
should delay the mail by not giving
Mr. Bacharach also brings word of
half the road.
t
"HARVEY'S"
pointed with the best
the death of Encarnacion Gonzales,
LIFTING A STREAM TO THE FARM
Famous mountain ranch: 31st sea
well known here. ,Mr. Gonzales was
Out in a certain section of the lar son. Old
quality for the least
manaspment; old rates. Car- 83
years old.
west, where the rainfall is very scant riage out every Saturday. Leave orVI A
money, . . . . ,
the
season
and some ders at Murphey's or Plaza hotel:
during
insures Prompt Deliveries al Minimum Expense
growing
NEW
YORKS
RAPID
TRANSIT
form of irrigation absolutely neces
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom
you can
When the new system of rapid tran
sary, a farmer uses an electric motor
of
satisfy. Durable m construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power
sit
in
is
New York, in 1917,
to raise the water from a nearby
completed
4
cf
it is expected to handle 8,000,000,000
t
creek to the surface of his farm'. The
motor is one that was purchased to
passengers a year. Existing lines
now handle
GRAAF
Contracts
S00,000,000.
UAYWAHD CO STOliE
operate an ensilage cutter, a barley
have been signed by the new system
crusher and to do other work about
the farm. This farm motor is mounted
by representatives o the city, the
on a heavy truck so it can be readily
Rapid Transit company and
the New York Municipal Railway cor
hauled from place to place about the
GOOD
poration. It is stated that the estimatMr. Cornelius has eacn time that farm where its services are needed.
CORNELIUS IS
ed total cost of the new system will
he has visited Las Vegas brought Connections are made, at sultaDle
".
with
an
be
.,;...",,
points,
overhead
transmis$337,000,000, of which New York
visitors from his home city to the
I
IKRo,ctrl
sion
I- -"
,t
a
will
line,
by
about
flexible
cable.
City
long,
$171,000,00('
Mr.
supply
ranch.
fj"f
Cornelius'
first trip to
WL SOME BOOSTER
BEST THAT and the two companies the remainder
this ranch was taken when he was Electricity is secured from a nearby
The Interborough's total expenditure
in the throes of a serious illness. central distribution station which
.
i,-.
,
will be about $105,000,000, of which
INDIANAPOLIS
MAN
RETURNS After having been at" the ranch for makes a practice of supplying eleca few weeks he derived a wonderful tric current to farmers in that sec$58,000,000
will go toward the conFCR FIFTH TIME TO ENJOY
struction of
benefit and his eyesight, which had tion. When it is desirable to irrigate
CLIMATE IN HILLS
Jines. The
New York Municipal Railway corporabeen weakened from office work, the fields the motor wagon Is backed
J. M. Dalrymple, E. It. Conder and greatly Improved in strength. "It is up to the bank of the stream and
We a.re head-quarte- rs tion will expend about $61,000,000, of
Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from
eon Robert and A. B. Cornelius, all a most wonderful place," said Mr. belted to a
which about $14,000,000 will be ap
centrifugal Dump
of Indianapolis, Ind., arrived In Las Cornelius, "and I shall visit Las which raises the water from the
CHARLES ILFELD COUP&UY,
for
plied to the cost of
lines.
Vega3 yesterday and left this morn- Vegas as long as I can possibly find stream level to the irrigation canals.
The balance of each companys' expen
ditures will be devoted to the purchase
ing for the famous Harvey ranch time to be absent from my business
WORLD'S LONGEST CABLE
where they expect to remain for two every year."
of new equipment and the construction
in
What is said to be the longest sub
All those who made the trip with
weeks. Mr. Cornelius has visited
of elevated railroads and additional
this ranch annually for several years. Mr. Cornelius this morning are well marine telephone cable in the- - world
tracks thereon. It is expected that the
The trip taken this, morning makes known business men of Indianapolis, has just been laid between Vancouver
rapid transit facilities will be wore
the fifth time (if his visit there. He one gentleman being the president of and Vancouver Island, B. C. It cost
than trebled upon the completion of
YOUR
over $100,000, weighs 560,000 pounds, 1 STRAWBERRIES AND S the new
Is a booster for New Mexico in gen- a big manufacturing concern there.
system in the year 1917. The
and the expense in laying was $20,000.
eral but especially for the country
sincover'
lines
296
miles
of
existing
It is said to be the longest telephone
near the Harvey ranch.
CHERRIES EVES Y DAY 1 gle track, whereas, the total length
Fifteen
states
and
the
District
of
"You have the greatest climate in
cable in the world, and is laid at a
of the new system will be 618 miles
day depth heretofore not
the world as far' as health is concern- Columbia now have an eight-hou- r
of
much
attempted,
single tracks
law for workers under 16.
of the line going 200 fathoms
ed," said Mr. Cornelius this morning
deep
before leaving for the ranch. "I have
in the Gulf of Georgia, at one
place
And now a naviator has found that being 1,536 feet deep. By the middle
made five trips to Mr. Harvey's place
in
an emergency he fcould steer his of July a cable will bs stretched
and each time have derived a benefit
personally that I value greatly. The biplane by moving his own weight across Saanich Inlet, which will bring
altitude, water and climate in general from one portion of the machine to Victoria Into much better connec- M
The Ideal Mountain Resor
exceeds anything in the entire United s:)otov Not a great many will at- tions with Vancouver by means of
PHONE MAIN 4 and 21
mones Main zo ana Olive 5U4
States."
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
tempt this as a usual thing, however. the cable just laid.
'3
Try a dram or Oia Taylor
at the Opera Bar Adv.

PEACHES

i

Fancy California Plums

CANTALOUPES

See our COMPLETE LINE today. Also
the new Green and Brown Fiber Rush
Rockers at - - - - $5.00, Each.
J. C. JOHNSEN & SON

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
.
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